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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
experiences of performing arts professionals during the COVID-19 pandemic in Italy.
The research is aimed at examining actors’ approaches and challenges to inform
current and future CPD strategies, better suited to address the uncertainties of the
social and economic juncture. The following four main themes are elicited by the
research: the renewed need for self-directedness in CPD, the struggle to overcome
the decrease in CPD opportunities in the workplace environment, the intensification of
the use of social media for CPD purposes, and the role of CPD in the diversification of
competencies. The investigation shows that CPD is still a relatively underdeveloped
subject in the performing arts sector and that the attitudes towards, environments
of, platforms for and focus on CPD will benefit from a critical re-evaluation in the
postdigital context. Implications of these results for practitioners, policymakers, and
public and private organisations are discussed.
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Continuing ProfessionalDevelopment,
Performing Arts Professionals and the
Postdigital in Pandemic Times

the pandemic juncture. In turn, these solutions may
allow a more informed and stronger response by
cultural agents to current and future shocks. They may
also reinforce to develop tailored policies, which may
support CCS workers more effectively.
To that end, a first section is set out to briefly
outline the state of the literature, followed by the
methodological approach leveraged in the investigation.
The next section will present the outcomes of the
research and the discussion, which will inform the
conclusions of the paper.

Within the Cultural and Creative Sectors
(referred to as CCS hereafter), the entertainment and
arts sub-sector has been massively disrupted by the
unprecedented social and economic consequences
of the COVID-19 pandemic (Banks, 2020; Harper,
2020; Pratt, 2020). As a result, the job opportunities
supporting the professional livelihoods of the agents,
which were already challenged by the structural
market uncertainties, have been severely impacted
by the stagnation of the sector and by the new safety
restrictions (Comunian & England, 2020; Zahidi &
Schwab, 2020). Professional actors are faced with a
particularly challenging situation as the COVID-19
pandemic amplified and further exposed the precarious
‘system of flexible and pluralised underemployment’
(Beck, 1992, p. 140), which pre-dated the current crisis.
In this context, structural investment in human
capital is of critical importance in overcoming the current
crisis and in developing greater resilience (World Bank,
2020). Continuing Professional Development (referred
to as CPD hereafter) is considered a key measure for
skill building, to appropriately respond to short-term
shifting market requirements and to efficiently address
evolving long-term sectorial needs (Blundell et al,
2005; Martinaitis, 2021), especially for those at a greater
risk of unemployment and work displacement, such as
performing professionals. Notwithstanding the multiple
challenges, the crisis has caused an accelerated
transition towards postdigital and technology
embedded strategies, as a result of the disruptions
on access to and provision of traditionally designed
and face-to-face opportunities (Ryberg, 2021). The
COVID-19 crisis has evidenced the relevance and
the need of forward-looking evaluation of traditional
CPD tools and practices, with regards to the attitudes,
environments, platforms and focus of professional
development in the postdigital. This collective effort
may provide performing professionals with a sizeable
impulse to attain future modalities of work.
The present paper is aimed at understanding
how Italian actors experienced CPD under the
COVID-19 circumstances. The overarching objective of
this investigation is to contribute to the comprehension
of CPD approaches and challenges in the postdigital,
and at the identification of the emerging solutions
enacted by the professionals of performing arts during

Continuing Professional Development
in the Postdigital Era
The work environment has undergone a
mighty transformation over the last few decades.
Globalisation, transition to a green economy, and an
all-pervading spread of technological innovations have
been largely discussed as important factors driving
the changes in the work environment (Kurer & Gallego,
2019). In the postdigital, entry-level knowledge is no
longer sufficient to fulfil the requirements of lifetime
employment (Dymock et al, 2009; Maurer, 2002). Collin
et al (2012) acknowledged that ‘effective participation in
contemporary, technology-based, knowledge society
implies an increasing importance for voluntary learning
and development’ (p. 155). In this context, the COVID-19
induced recession has raised important questions on
how occupational capabilities should be transformed
to optimise employability. The crisis accelerated the
need for new and updated skills and competencies
to fulfil the changing demands of the market and to
attain personal and professional goals. At the same
time, the circumstances of the pandemic produced an
important impact on the long-lasting technology and
society debate (Knox, 2019).
Technology-enabled social practices have seen
a renewed impulse also for the CCS (Green, 2020;
Jandrić, 2020; Zhu & Liu, 2020), as significant amounts
of professional developmental provisions were shifted
online. Coeckelbergh (2020) adverted that the dualism
between physical and virtual dimensions is only apparent
and advocated for an integrated conceptualisation of
online and face-to-face experiences in the postdigital.
In this sense, the postdigital, understood as the
“profound and far-reaching socio-technical relations”
(Knox, 2019: 357), fully frames the ways in which the
digital systems may critically influence the society also
in the practices of knowledge acquisition. Different
CPD forms, media, spaces, and modes of interactions
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development efforts and the overall self-development
effectiveness. Furthermore, the emerging postdigital
perspectives highlight the importance and relevance
of digital information in a boundaryless understanding
of CPD environment (Fawns, 2019)
A number of organisations and institutions
advocated for placing postdigital CPD at the centre
of the debate. The International Labour Organisation
(ILO) urged governments and organisations to develop
widely accessible CPD opportunities to increase the
quality of people’s working lives and to reduce the
gender gap and inequality at the workplace (Kühn,
2019). In 2019, the World Economic Forum (WEF)
launched “The Reskilling Revolution” initiative and
insisted on the importance of upskilling and reskilling
for professionals and called for an effectively leveraging
of the opportunities in both physical and virtual
environments. Considering the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic, the European Parliament's Committee on
Culture and Education (CULT) indicated that utmost
importance needs to be placed on the establishment
of programmes for skills development and retraining of
the CCS workforce to ensure their future employability
(KEA & PPMI, 2019). Additionally, the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
recognised that “these atypical forms of employment
necessitate specific policy responses to ensure social
protection, career development and skills upgrading
pathways for creative workers in general, and in
particular in the face of a crisis such as COVID-19”
(2020, p: 10).
Despite the relevance of postdigital learning and
CPD in the context of the COVID-19 circumstances,
remarkably scarce scholarly attention has been paid to
these subjects in the context of the CCS.

co-exist in the current “postdigital hybrid settings”
(Partington, 2021: 104), in which the CCS professionals
structurally redesigned and adapted their preferences,
priorities, and expectations of CPD to the rapidly
evolving conditions. Beyond the initial emergency
response, the COVID-19 outbreak contributed to blur
the traditional boundaries dividing the online and
offline developmental experiences and evidenced the
opportunities for a more synergetic approach, which
could be characterised as a postdigital CPD.
CPD is considered as a powerful mechanism
to enable workers to achieve incremental updates
of competencies, capabilities, aptitudes, and
understandings (Brekelmans et al, 2013; Saville, 2008).
According to Friedman and Phillips (2004), CPD is
largely understood as the maintenance, improvement,
and broadening of ‘professional and technical
competencies together with personal qualities’ (p. 363).
It is also considered a structured and reflective process
that aims to positively enhance one’s present and
future professional practices (Ryan, 2003; Shibankova
et al, 2019). Irrespective of the digital, physical or
hybrid context in which CPD is performed, the existing
literature tends to group CPD activities into two broad
categories, namely, formal and informal professional
development activities (Cross, 2007; Dabbagh &
Kitsantas, 2012; Eraut, 2000).
In formal professional development, learning is
considered as a primary motivation for participants,
and it comprises structured activities that are
generally institutionalised, conducted in a prescribed
environment, and developed with a specific educational
aim (Avidov-Ungar & Herscu, 2020; Karagiorgi et al,
2008). Formal professional development includes the
provision of professional knowledge and may generate
a certificate or qualification upon successful completion.
Conversely, informal professional development may
be defined as the result of ‘observation, trial and error,
asking for help, conversing with others, listening to
stories, reflecting on a day’s events, or stimulated by
general interests’ (Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012, p. 4).
Depending on the professional context, it is commonly
less structured than formal development practices, and
is intrinsically related to the learner’s drive (Hall, 2009).
Attwell (2007) confirmed the increasing recognition of
the importance of informal learning, and Cross (2007)
highlighted that 80% of the development in professional
environments is elicited by informal activities. In spite of
this distinction, Hall (2009) advocates for the merging
of formal and informal learning environments in a
continuum to optimise the outcomes of professional

Continuing ProfessionalDevelopment,
and Unexploited Resources for the
Cultural and Creative Sector
In the international economy, cultural and
creative industries are reputed sources of economic
growth and competitiveness. They operate in a fast and
dynamic environment in which professional practices,
market trends, and business models are constantly
challenged by the rapid pace of the social and
economic transformations (Bakhshi & Cunningham,
2016; Campbell et al, 2019). The convergence of
technological advances and the widespread access
to the Internet is profoundly reshaping the sector’s
products, services, and business models (Peukert, 2019).
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2010). It remains remarkable the limited attention to
the acquisition of digital literacy and skills in the CCS
literature. Amongst the few authors that engaged with
this subject, van Laar et al (2019) concluded that cultural
and creative organizations did not display sufficient
levels of attention to digital skills in spite of their crucial
importance for the workforce.
Noonan (2015) highlighted the importance of
networking and exposure to professional development
resources for forging successful cultural and creative
career paths. Additionally, a number of studies
concluded that purposeful discussions on a regular
basis between mentor and mentees enhanced the
transmission of know-how and tacit knowledge in the
performing arts industry (Kane, 2014; Krzepkowski,
2010; Morley, 2011; Navalinsky, 2016). Another study that
is particularly relevant to this research is Prior’s (2013)
exploration of actors’ knowledge transfer mechanisms.
Prior (2013) concluded that while graduate training is
generally acknowledged as necessary, it appears to
be insufficient for aspiring actors to professionalise.
Actors are expected to refine and update their skills by
engaging with post graduate learning and leveraging
job opportunities. Finally, the author acknowledged the
increasing relevance of the opportunities for actors’
development in the virtual world, which in his opinion
may not be fully exploited in the traditional acting
curricula.

This paper adopts the definition of CCS outlined by the
Regulation (EU) No 1295/2013, which encompasses
all the sectors that are fuelled by creative and artistic
expression, tangible and intangible heritage and
cultural values, irrespective of the structure, financing,
and orientation of cultural and creative organisations.
CCS are also characterised by the fact that they are
largely underpinned by the individual creativity and
self-expression of the cultural and creative workers. In
spite of their heterogeneity, and of the fact that some
professional profiles are more exposed to the impact of
the changes in technology that others, the cultural and
creative workers share singular “occupational cultures”
(Campbell et al, 2019: 350) and rank as the CCS most
important assets.
Professional actors can be considered as a
paradigmatic example of the cultural and creative
workforce, which faces distinct struggles to thrive
(Caves & Jones, 2001; Cunningham, 2002). In
comparison with professionals of other cultural and
creative sectors, such as those employed in digital
and technical positions, actors display remarkably
lower rates of career success and income levels (Higgs
& Cunningham, 2008). In the field of professional
acting and performance, freelancers, self-employed
individuals, sole traders, and micro-enterprises account
for an increasingly significant portion of the workforce
that navigates amongst an ever-changing market
(Creigh-Tyte & Thomas, 2001; McRobbie, 2016). Volatile
working patterns and periods of unemployment or
underemployment are frequent in the careers of actors.
In these conditions of “new self-employment” (Pongratz
& Voß, 2003), the responsibilities and expenses for
CPD are transferred to and supported by the creative
workers to a large extent (Gill & Pratt, 2008).
From among the few studies dedicated to CPD
practices of cultural and creative workers, Anderson
(2007) underscored the relevance of learning for
music practitioners to acquire and refine the principles
sustaining their professional practice. The author also
devised a conceptual continuum between graduate
knowledge acquisition and CPD in which the former
“provides the information-seeking skills and encourages
a reflective habit that underpins independent lifelong
learning” (p. 94). Scholars have also considered CPD in
the CCS as an important means to extend professional
competencies beyond the entry-level qualification
(Bridgstock, 2011), master the elements of cultural
and creative competencies (Blix, 2004), acquire work
readiness capabilities and soft skills (Munro, 2017), and
address low graduate employability rates (Ball et al,

The Difficult Path of Professional
Actors in Italy
The Italian performing arts sector presented
highly volatile patterns long before the outbreak of
the pandemic. The material changes in legislation,
pressure from the economic downturns, the rapid
shift in audiences’ preferences and the disruption
of digital technologies increased the complexity of
the market and imposed additional burdens onto the
heavy subsidised business models of the performing
arts organisations (Slavich & Montanari, 2009). The
capacity and readiness of the sector to embrace digital
technologies remain endemically limited. In a situation
where precarity and instability of work is the norm,
especially for workers in non-standard or atypical work
(Murgia, 2014), the livelihoods of the CCS workforce and
of the performing artists became more challenging.
In spite of the undisputed importance of arts and
culture in the development of society and economy, in
Italy the CCS dynamics highlight the problematic status
of cultural workers and unsatisfactory governmental
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organisations welcomed the relief measures even if
they were largely deemed insufficient (Sanfelici, 2020).

provisions dedicated to these categories. The
investigation Vita da artisti (Di Nunzio et al, 2017),
unveiled a generalisation of a highly concerning lowincome situation amongst professional actors. For
professional performers, work engagements are to a
large extent intermittent and unpredictable. Precarity
was indicated to be widespread, and contractual
guarantees constituted the exception. The authors
argued that stable job opportunities were a rare event in
the careers of actors and performers, and that they face
fragmented engagements in a variety of heterogeneous
contractual formulas. Moreover, unpaid working hours
and irregularities in the acknowledgement of effective
working periods were also reported to be significantly
consolidated practices across the sector (Ibidem, 2017:
21).
With reference to CPD practices, the study
concludes that performing artists in Italy valued the
necessity of skills enhancement, and that 60% of the
study respondents had participated in one or more
CPD activities during the 12 months antecedent to the
research. Even though formal training was recognised
as a necessary step towards professionalisation,
informal development actions, such as networking,
were considered to be the one of most contributing
factors towards enhancing employability and ensuring
a successful career progression. Nevertheless, actors
who commonly engaged in intensive work settings
were offered little or no possibilities to benefit from
organisation driven CPD programmes, as are available
in other traditional business settings. The limitations
of time and resources were determined as additional
hindrances in the professional actors’ participation
in CPD activities. This was due to the actors’ need of
complementing their income with other occasional
employment to boost individual sources of income and
secure subsistence.
As mentioned, the COVID-19 crisis and the
induced recession adversely impacted the Italian CCS,
and more specifically the performing arts sector and
the associated workforce. In the attempt to afford
some relief from the sudden effects of the crisis, Italy
became a pioneer in implementing sector specific
support provisions, which were approved through the
decree known as Cura Italia (D.L. n.18/2020). Amongst
other measures, the decree established a fund for the
performing arts, film, and audio-visual sectors and
included the extension of unemployment benefits, the
suspension of social security payments, and the grant
of allowance for specific categories of cultural workers
and non-profit organisations. Professionals, unions, and

Research Design and Methods
This research employed qualitative research
methods since the aim of this research was “to answer
questions about experience, meaning and perspective,
from the standpoint of the participant” (Hammarberg
et al, 2016: 499). The qualitative approach served
the purpose of gathering nuanced information on
how actors experienced postdigital CPD during the
COVID-19 pandemic and the resultant recession in Italy.
The participants of this study were selected based
upon the predefined inclusion criteria consistent with
the objectives of the research, namely, (a) self-identified
professional actors, (b) having sustained professional
experience in the performing arts sector for the past
three years in Italy, and (c) having experienced the
COVID-19 pandemic in the Italian territory, in Florence
(F), Rome (R) and Milan (M). All participants received
all the relevant information regarding the purpose of
the research and the research conditions prior to the
interview.
Initially, eight actors were selected as
participants for this study, and they were sent
invitations to participate in this study via social media.
From the original participants gatekeepers, a snowball
sampling method was deployed. This process assisted
in identifying “cases of interest from people who know
people who know what cases are information-rich”
(Patton, 1990: 182). A gradual referral chain (Valdez &
Kapplan, 1999) amongst the participants’ acquaintances
led to the recruitment of additional subjects, and a
total of 34 actors consented to participate in this study.
Every effort was made to overcome the limitations
of homogeneous affiliation and representation by
establishing parallel snowball networks (Cohen & Arieli,
2011; Peterson & Valdez, 2005; Vogt, 2005).
Considering the limited amount of research on
the subject under study, the investigation was carried
out by using inductive research mechanisms (Yin, 2009).
Theoretical concepts and patterns from observed
data were inferred, and the data retrieved from the
research led to the emergence of key conceptual
categories (Bhattacherjee, 2012; Tracy, 2010). To that
end, semi-structured interviews of the participants
were conducted via video conference. The duration of
these interviews was between 45 and 90 minutes, and
the interviews were securely recorded over the period
between the months of May 2020 and August 2020.
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respondents declared that a high level of motivation,
proactive behaviour, and personal initiative was
necessary in the postdigital development context. To
be attained, the CPD goals required significant selfdirectedness over the deployed strategies, the tactical
choices, and the operational timelines. It also required
a remarkable capacity to preview and to anticipate
changes in the definitions of employability in the
markets.
“Some organisations offer seminars or courses
that may be interesting. They are good but may not
come at the right moment or not be exactly what I
need. Every actor is different … [I] have to search for
what is right in this [sic] moment of my career. What
drives me closer to my ideal … to my goal” (Actor, R06).
The previous literature already established a
relation between CPD and personal initiative, defined
as the “active approach that is characterised by its
self-starting and proactive nature and by overcoming
difficulties that arise in the pursuit of a goal” (Frese &
Fay, 2001: 89). Consistent with the findings regarding
this relation in other economic sectors (Frese et al,
1996), the actors reported that personal initiative
supported self-directed CPD was useful in addressing
gaps in individual knowledge; sustaining and updating
professional competencies; attaining the highest level
of proficiency in particular skills; and in anticipating and
reacting to future knowledge requirements.
“I consider development a highly personal
process. I’ll need to find the right path for me to grow,
otherwise I am out of the market.” (Actress, R12).
Notwithstanding the described attitude shift, the
formulation of CPD goals was unprecise and lacking
progressive milestones. The definition of goals was
found to depict an overarching framework of learning
than an actionable plan towards the acquisition and
refinement of skills. The development of tactical learning
plans was deemed to be implied in the definition of
the strategic learning goals. The respondents did not
consider the definition of intermediate milestones to
be necessary. Respondents did not express substantial
interest in setting CPD impact evaluation mechanisms,
and the adjustments to their learning plans were
generally enacted as a result of changes in personal
interests or due to restrictions in access to learning
activities.
“You learn what you feel will enrich you as a
person and as actor … It is impossible to evaluate. How
you can measure what is useful for art?” (Actress, M12).

This method was considered especially relevant in the
context of the health and safety limitations resulting
from the COVID-19 pandemic (Gray et al, 2020).
The collected data were subjected to a process
of thematic analysis. The investigation was conducted
within a realist/essentialist epistemological paradigm,
considering a direct relation between the verbalisation
and the meaning of a given experience (Wooffitt &
Widdicombe, 2006). A semantic approach to the
analysis was undertaken. Through an iterative process,
four representative themes were identified in relation
to the attitudes towards environments of, platforms for
and focus on postdigital CPD.

The Attitude Shift: Renewed Need for
Self-Directedness
Self-directedness appeared as a recurrent
theme to characterise the attitude towards postdigital
CPD processes during the COVID-19 pandemic.
As emphasised by Raemdonck et al. (2017), “selfdirectedness is considered a key characteristic for
workers both in relation to work and career as in
lifelong learning” (p. 401) and a central part of everyday
professional practices. Self-directedness was defined
as a domain-specific characteristic (McCrae & Costa,
2003) where individuals are responsible for evaluating
their individual learning needs; selecting appropriate
goals, paths, and strategies; implementing the CPD
process; evaluating outcomes; and reformulating the
goals when necessary (Knowles, 1975; Saks & Leijen,
2014).
Actors reported an outstanding level of
responsibility in relation to the self-management of the
acquisition of individual skills and the overall design of
their individual CPD trajectory. The crisis faced by CCS as
a result of the recession due to COVID-19 incremented
the actors’ sense of responsibility and urgency in the
planning and enactment of CPD schemes as a means
to reach their personal and professional goals under
the new circumstances.
“Acting is my life, and I know if I want to be able to
work in the future, I have to learn new things. Working
is becoming very difficult. Everything is cancelled or
postponed. So, I must focus and work harder to reach
my goal. What is needed to work as an actor is (…)
changing so quickly, I cannot stay behind. Now is [sic]
the moment to take the lead or I may lose it all” (Actor,
R25).
In order to achieve a desired degree of selfdirectedness in postdigital CPD, the respondents
highlighted the importance of personal initiative. The
9
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Scouting forAlternative Environments:
Struggle to Overcome the Decrease in
CPD Opportunities in the Workplace

in the acquisition of advantageous knowledge,
enabling their social and functional integration into the
creative ecosystem. To build these relationships, the
respondents primarily targeted other members who
appeared particularly accessible and willing to engage
in the process of knowledge sharing, as claimed in
previous investigations (Tuttle, 2002; Van Maanen
& Schein, 1979). Most of the respondents actively
participated in online discussion circles and joined
domain specific social network groups and online
discussion fora in the postdigital space.
“A lot of online working groups have been
created since the COVID-19 lockdown. I feel that actors
are finally connected, … understanding each other and
working towards a solution of the current situation”
(Actress, F01).
Even if a significant number of interviewees
participated in these processes primarily to maintain and
enhance personal relationships and friendships, most
actors confirmed the convenience and the adequacy
of these informal activities in the comprehensive CPD
postdigital framework. The participation in shared
social activities, such as collaborative entertainments
or virtual lunches, were reported by respondents as a
useful to increase personal exposure to new knowledge
streams.
“We have started discussing with some friends
and colleagues from [sic] about the aspects of a
particular film, what we learned from the screening,
the dialogues, the narrative... what we liked about a
particular film or about an actor. We discussed and
learned from others’ comments. There were no rules. At
first it was a small [group], but after a few days it started
growing and more and more people were interested
in participating [in these discussions] … Wild” (Actress,
F17).

In the CCS, the primary function workplace is the
production of cultural and creative goods and services.
However, the workplace was also considered as an
environment that supports CPD, as it presented distinct
occasions for learning and knowledge acquisition.
In Italy, the widespread decline in job opportunities,
lockdown and accentuated social distancing restrictions
derived from the pandemic negatively impacted the
capacity of actors to develop in the work environment
(Zahidi & Schwab, 2020). These limitations appeared to
be particularly distressing for live performers.
“If theatres, bars, hotels, and entertainment
venues are closed I cannot perform in front of an
audience, I cannot learn from my fellow actors, the
director, from the interaction with the spectators, from
the exchange with the people, from the silences, from
their feelings, from the magic of having a community
participating in a play together. [It] is a disaster” (Actor,
M22).
CPD activities in the workplace constitute
important opportunities especially for non-codified
knowledge acquisition (Chisholm, 2003; Saint-Onge,
1996), which was considered by the respondents
as particularly relevant to the development of their
professional practice.
“What you find in the books is only a part of what
matters to develop as an interpreter, is about learning
from feelings, experiences and personal baggage of
others” (Actress, M,13).
In order to surmount these restrictions, actors
actively sought to further develop their personal and
professional networks and to invest in informal social
relation. The involvement in virtual working groups
and the participation in professional online networks
was recognised in previous literature as an effective
mechanism for knowledge transfer in previous
literature, specifically in terms of the mobility of tacit
knowledge (Schostak et al, 2010; Sadeghi Avval et al,
2019; Zhang et al, 2010). Sparks (2002) concluded that
effective network collaborations and peer-to-peer
(P2P) interactions are to be considered the highest
indicators of CPD effectiveness.
The respondents also cultivated and developed
novel socialising environments to sustain interactions
which are not formally governed and do not entail
formal recognition, previously enacted in the workplace.
The development of close ties supported the actors

Repurposing Well-known Platforms:
The Intensification of the Use of Social
Media for CPD
As physical distancing measures became
necessary in response to the COVID-19 crisis,
computer-mediated communication expanded as
a mechanism for facilitating social connectedness.
All the respondents declared to regularly engage in
social media before the outbreak of COVID-19 also, to
source new ideas, upcoming trends, and interesting
concepts. This finding appears to be consistent with
investigations prior to the shock, which considered the
relevance of social media in activating learning and
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these platforms a novel component of their overall
CPD strategy. Furthermore, certain specific benefits
were highlighted by interviewees when referring to
professional skills acquisition and refinement, notably
concerning the development of a better cross-cultural
understanding of diverse audience as a result of the
broadening of their interactions. Social media dialogues
and personal accounts also provided a privileged
access to a variety of life experiences, which were
considered extremely useful to inform a more nuanced
and well-constructed acting repertoire. Cost-efficiency
was also mentioned as a driver for postdigital CPD
via social media platforms. Ethical and sustainability
concerns were specifically highlighted.
Actors considered that social media supported
their CPD also in formation of their professional identity
by providing a shared understanding and important
insights on current challenges and upcoming needs
for the actors’ community. Social media platforms were
deemed instrumental in retrieving practical information,
shared attitudes and common believes amongst actors.
“Facebook groups for professionals are becoming very
useful. You can be updated about what is going on, you
can have access to the latest initiatives, and participate
actively in discussions of the effects of the pandemic
and the situation of actors.
They [Facebook groups] also facilitate
discussions with casting agents where you can learn
what people feel” (Actress, R33).
The respondents recognised that the high
frequency of interactions amongst professionals in
social media allowed interviewed actors to explore
enhancers to their professional identities.
“I have been watching a number of Instagram
live sessions, as interviews with actors and some
discussions with film directors. I especially learned from
[sic] the live sessions of musicians. You can immediately
see from the comments what works and what doesn’t……
You understand what people think” (Actress, M15)
Lastly, the respondents acknowledged that the
COVID-19 crisis increased their need to reflect on issues
concerning their practice, to share their views and
make them known, and to discuss and gather feedback
regarding their work from fellow professionals and the
general public. To that end, they regularly monitored
comments on their social media profiles as a means
of gathering valuable feedback from their audiences,
without necessarily engaging in online conversations.
The respondents stated that they reflected on these
types of feedback more systematically and that
they incorporated the outcomes of these reflective

professional development opportunities (Alsobayel,
2016; King, 2011; Markham et al, 2017).
Beyond previous participation in social media
platforms, actors declared that the pandemic
context triggered a more intentional approach to the
use of social media as an instrument for CPD. The
physical restrictions and the limitations of face-toface training revealed new possibilities for embracing
previously untapped online repositories of tacit and
explicit professional knowledge. The respondents felt
empowered after participating in previously unexplored
multiple formal and informal activities spanning
beyond their immediate individual circumstances,
which in turn fostered novel cooperative learning
through social media. The native capacity of social
media to facilitate learning was highlighted during the
COVID-19 circumstances and actors believe that this
trend may continue to grow in the future, albeit only for
the acquisition of certain competencies.
“There is no way back. Learning about how to
better market yourself in LinkedIn is too convenient”
(Actress, F17).
The access, the sharing, and the exchange of
user generated content, notably in Facebook, YouTube,
Instagram and to a lesser extent, TikTok, Twiter and
LinkedIn, was evidenced as increasingly pertinent to
the respondents’ upskilling and reskilling needs.
“YouTube videos are amazing to get to know
other actors’ proposals from all-over the world. Now,
the work I see online definitely impacts my own work”
(Actor, M22).
In this regard, the actors’ experiences are
compatible with the findings of Bruguera et al. (2019)
regarding social media as effective platforms for CPD in
a postdigital context. Moreover, and in line with studies
prior to the pandemic (Magnifico et al, 2013; Vromen
et al, 2015), actors declared that the participation in
social networks increased the motivation to develop
professionally. Ito et al. (2019) concluded that “learning
is most resilient and meaningful when it is tied to
social relationships and cultural identities” (p. 291)
and that social networks played a crucial role in the
effective pursuit of developmental goals. This was also
confirmed by the respondents, since the management
of the feedback process in the frame of social media
contributed to enhancing their reflective and reflexive
CPD practices (Creta & Gross, 2020; Trust, 2012; Van
Den Beemt et al, 2020).
Actors generally perceived social media as a
positive and useful resource to attain their CPD goals
and considered postdigital social interaction within
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look beyond traditional acting [in these circumstances]”
(Actress, R31).
In a context of generalised self-employment,
mastering sector-specific entrepreneurial skills such
as commercial awareness and audience building
were considered important by the respondents.
Most of the respondents also referred to the need
to master functional business skills, such as the
projection of cash flow, financial management,
fundraising, taxation, and legal notions related to
copyrighting. They also perceived an increasing need
for digital literacy and technological capacitation. The
respondents considered that acquiring entrepreneurial
competencies positively broaden their capacity to
control their career progression.
“It is not enough to be a good actor. You need to
know about many other things to be able to develop
your projects and get some income out of it... Like a
business” (Actress, M19).
The respondents also declared their willingness
to develop a range of artistic, aesthetic, and creative
skills that were considered complementary to the
primary acting and performance competencies.
They regarded the acquisition of interrelated skills as
contributory to their core artistic expertise. Furthermore,
the integration of new knowledge was believed to
improve their professional reputation, obtain societal
acknowledgement, and strengthen their competitive
position in the marketplace. The acquisition of these
wide-ranging skills was framed by the respondents
in an overall CPD effort to their increase professional
versatility and resilience. The respondents stated that
they primarily undertook postdigital CPD efforts during
the research period to develop, amongst others,
the skills of poetry writing, script writing, and music
composition. Actors also expressed the preferences
for competencies that could be coherently integrated
into their predominant occupational identities.
“I am not a composer, but I am learning by ear
because I gave up the piano when I was a child (…). I
started studying by hearing the music, searching what
was available out there and trying and trying again. I
wanted to produce something personal and a piece
of mine came out on Spotify. It felt great. Music if
fundamental for an actor” (Actor, R23).
Lastly, the interviewed actors considered the
engagement in formal and informal postdigital CPD
activities also as a means to sustain their professional
status and to enhance their reputation and social
recognition. In a comparable manner, Bain (2005)
related the process of CPD competency acquisition

processes into their CPD strategies during the
lockdown and the subsequent period of COVID-19
induced recession.
“I now have more time to read and to think on
people’s comments on my social media posts … some
comments are useful for my growth… People point out
stuff that I had never thought before” (Actor, R09).

Expanding the Focus: The Role of CPD
in the Diversification of Competencies
The accelerated precarity of CCS under the
COVID-19 circumstances drove the actors to seek
to incrementally expand their opportunities for
employment and income generation. Consistent
with earlier findings (Jones & De Fillippi, 1996), the
respondents admitted to having re-evaluated their
core competencies with respect to the needs of the
evolving market. The actors integrated their baseline
skills with additional competencies that presented
different degrees of contextual distance (Djumalieva
& Sleeman, 2018). They engaged with a range of CPD
activities to diversify their competencies. By acquiring
and incorporating competencies from disparate
knowledge domains, cultural workers sought to further
their creative practice and identify new professional
opportunities. In consonance with the trends reported
in other business sectors (Lee & Meyer-Doyle, 2017;
Mom et al, 2007), competency diversification became
a strategic choice for creative workers to thrive in an
extremely volatile environment.
The respondents repeatedly stated that a bulk
of their postdigital CPD efforts during the COVID-19
pandemic were dedicated to acquiring diversified
competencies. They devoted a significant amount
of time and resources to gain a number of diverse
skills from a variety of knowledge domains with the
aim of increasing the versatility of their skillset and
to operate more efficiently under the new COVID-19
pandemic-induced constraints and the resultant
market uncertainties. As employment opportunities
have stagnated due to COVID-19 restrictions, the
respondents examined the possibilities of acquiring
diversified skills to incorporate emergent and more
fruitful endeavours in their portfolios.
“My father was a theatre actor, and he did not
consider working in film. Now, if you want to work, you
must learn skills in many areas … you need different
skills to work in radio, and to record audiobooks as well
as podcasts. Live streaming performances are very
different from real theatre performances… we have to
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as multiple job holding, career intermittence, and
employment insecurity. Lastly, this research provides
informed insights to extend our current knowledge of
the impacts of COVID-19-induced recession in nontraditional organisational structures.
The insights of this study may support the
design and deployment of an innovative postdigital
CPD approach for the performing arts community,
which would be specifically tailored to overcome the
challenges of the COVID-19-induced crisis and of
the technology-embedded social context. In times
of uncertainty, professional performers may require
the support of the cultural and creative community to
define and fully embrace the most relevant post digital
CPD strategies.
In this joint journey, actors would benefit from
the support of educational institutions and training
organisations in the development of self-directed
CPD strategies. Open-learning programmes, nontraditional educational initiatives, and sector-specific
designed innovative training activities may help
actors to effectively achieve CPD goals and may
lessen their stress regarding the acquisition of new
and updated skills. Instructors, coaches, and mentors
are in a position to channel the collective transition
to postdigital education models by anticipating the
learners’ needs and by remodelling the CPD content,
the tools and the means. Organisations appear
to be instrumental in shifting the focus from the
dissemination of doctrinal knowledge to the building
of professional competencies relevant to the evolving
work environment. They also can play a major role in
the negotiation of the overarching diversity, ethics, and
sustainability frameworks of governance for postdigital
CPD.
Institutions and social partners may also
contribute to enhancing the postdigital CPD of actors
by structuring accredited learning environments and
fostering formal and informal networks for collaborative
learning.
The development of alternatives to CPD in
professional settings would sustain the continuity
of actors’ CPD efforts during periods of recession,
lockdown, inactivity between projects or more
prolonged times of unemployment. Moreover, the
consolidation of further opportunities for informal
CPD in the physical, digital and hybrid spaces would
significantly sustain the actors’ developmental efforts.
Institutionally led intra-sectorial knowledge sharing,
exchange, and transfer programmes and initiatives
can provide incremental opportunities for the skills
diversification of cultural and creative workers. A wider

to the construct of artistic identities in the field of
visual arts. The risk of fragmenting their identity as
professional performers was a recurrent concern
for the actors, which partially hindered their CPD
efforts. The actors acknowledged the relevance and
urgency of enlarging their individual skill base, but also
considered that, on specific occasions, the output of
this process could be detrimental to their deliberately
crafted occupational identities. Far from being
contradictory, these findings are largely consistent with
Kokkodis’s (2019) investigations of skills diversification,
in which professionals carefully balanced reputation
losses from a perceived reduced specialisation with
opportunity gains derived from the mastered diverse
skills.

Embracing
Postdigital
Collective Journey

CPD:

a

This paper aims to contribute to the current body
of knowledge in several ways. The research provides
further insight into the responses to postdigital CPD of
the Italian performance professionals in the context of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, the investigation
evidences the specific attitudes displayed towards
postdigital CPD, the non-traditional environments
where to enact professional development activities
beyond the workplace, the ways in which actors
embraced online social media platforms for novel CPD
purposes and the renewed CPD focus on expanded
and more fruitful competencies in postdigital context.
The findings presented here have practical implications
for the players in the performing arts ecosystem,
including, but not limited to, actors and cultural workers,
advocacy groups, institutions and organisations, social
partners and policymakers.
Italy was selected for the study as it presents
interesting dualities. On the one hand, Italy shows
a sharp contrast between the social and economic
relevance of performing arts sector and the situation
of structural precarity of its workforce. On the other
hand, Italian creativity and innovation is a main driver
of its economy, but its digital capabilities remain
behind most the comparable geographies. The paper
focuses on actors, who constitute a cohort particularly
vulnerable to the long-term effects of the postdigital
unfolding and of the COVID-19 consequences. The
insights highlighted by this investigation also advance
our understanding of CPD patterns and practices for
freelancers and self-employed professionals, who
share characteristics with creative workers such
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comparative analysis with regard to the situation of the
workers of CCS in other countries and regions under
different cultural policies and regulations.

range of inclusive and accessible CPD opportunities
may also contribute to legitimising and sustaining
actors’ diverse artistic identities and occupational
status during the period of the COVID-19-induced
recession and in the contemporary postdigital settings.
The design and implementation of new and updated
skills and competencies may open new avenues for
creativity and innovation, which may in turn lead to new
and enriched forms of cultural expression.
Traditional state aids and other forms of support
appear ill-suited to addressing the specific needs of
self-employed and portfolio workers in CCS. In the
shifting landscape, robust and informed policies for
facilitating CPD are required to support the cultural
workforce in the transition to a more sustainable
future. Evidence-based postdigital CPD programmes
should be made available to actors in order to secure
more regular employment patterns and to develop
an internationally competitive workforce to generate
social and economic growth. The relevance of
upskilling and reskilling is a central aspect to ensure
that the skills of the cultural and creative professionals
correspond to the present and future needs of the
market, and to enhance the resilience of the cultural
and creative ecosystem in the postdigital landscape.
A novel approach to technology enabled formal and
informal CPD should be considered within sectorspecific support measures and recovery plans.
This investigation presents certain limitations
inherent to the definition of the research topic,
such as the limited sample size; the limited body of
literature regarding postdigital CPD for actors; and
the lack of prior research studies with regard to the
Italian actors’ experience of CPD during the COVID-19
circumstances. The findings of this qualitative study
are not automatically generalisable to workers of
other cultural and creative sub-sectors that may have
been impacted to a different extent by the COVID-19
crisis and by the postdigital. These limitations should
be addressed in future studies. Further investigation
may seek to understand the longitudinal effects of the
COVID-19-induced recession on the CPD activities of
professional actors. Additional investigation may be
required to evaluate whether the issues and responses
of this study’s sample group are consistent with the
issues and responses of professionals operating in
other cultural and creative sectors. Moreover, a broader
investigation may contribute to the assessment of
whether the findings of this study may also be applicable
to other workforce groups of the gig economy beyond
that of the CCS. Further studies may also provide a
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Cultural diversity in Finland:
Opening up the field for
foreign-born artists
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ABSTRACT
In 2018, around 7% of the population of Finland was born outside Finland, and
this proportion is rising. Specifically, foreign-born artists have sparked discussion
about the difficulties they experience in gaining entry to the cultural field as well as
funding opportunities in Finland. This article reports on the ‘Opening’ research project
(2017–2019), which investigated the situation of foreign-born artists in the Finnish
arts and cultural sector. The major factors creating inequality for all artists in Finland
are insufficient funding, fierce competition, and different forms of discrimination. The
foreign-born artists face additional difficulties due to language issues, merits, such as
educational degrees, gained from outside Finland, closed networks, and ethnicitybased discrimination. The research was financed by the Finnish Ministry of Education
and Culture, and it was carried out by the Center for Cultural Policy Research Cupore.
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Introduction

Gallery) to recruit foreign-born artists and take diversity
into account in their practices. Taike works under the
Ministry of Education and Culture and is a national
funding, expert and service agency for promoting the
arts.
The ‘Opening’ project was initiated by Center for
Cultural Policy Research Cupore, Culture for All Service
4
, and the Globe Art Point association (G.A.P.) that was
founded in 2016 by Finnish and non-Finnish-born artists
and culture workers to promote and support the status
and working conditions of international professionals
living in Finland. The project was financed by the
Ministry of Education and Culture.
In this article, the term ‘cultural diversity’ refers
only to foreign-born artists. It is important to note that
the same challenges faced by the foreign-born artists
can also be faced by others; however, Finnish artists
with culturally diverse backgrounds, such as indigenous
people (e.g., Sámi), native cultural minorities (e.g.,
Roma), and Finnish-born artists of colour, are difficult
to unequivocally define, address, and research. Finnish
legislation prohibits compiling statistics based on ethnic
background; for example, Statistics Finland, which
produces the vast majority of official Finnish statistics,
compiles statistics based on nationality, language, and
country of birth. Moreover, many of the challenges
presented in this article are widely recognized in the arts
and culture sector in Finland; thus, making structural
barriers visible ultimately benefits all individuals within
the sector.

The issue of the status of foreign-born artists
is becoming increasingly severe in Finland. As of
2018, there were 335,414 individuals (6% of the whole
population of Finland) of first generation (i.e., born
abroad) with a foreign background1 living in Finland, and
around 7% of all Finnish residents were foreign-language
speakers (Official Statistics of Finland)—referring to a
native language other than Finnish, Swedish, or Sámi
languages. The share of foreign-language-speakers
in Finland is expected to increase to up to 28% in the
capital area by 2035, reaching as high as 34% in the city
of Vantaa (Helsingin kaupunki, 2019). The total number
of artists in Finland is estimated to be around 20,0002,
but the share of foreign-born among this population
is currently unknown, and there is also little research
regarding them, such as their socioeconomic status.
Thus, the main question guiding this article is the
following: Do the structures, attitudes, and practices of
the Finnish art and cultural field welcome foreign-born
professionls?
The Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture
emphasizes cultural diversity and equality in its cultural
policy, with the aim of promoting equal opportunities
and participation for all—not only as audiences and
consumers but also as producers and decision-makers
(MinEdC 2017; 2019). Foreign-born artists have sparked
discussion about the difficulties in gaining entry to the
cultural field as well as funding opportunities in Finland.
This is argued to diminish diversity and representation,
especially in leading positions at arts and culture
institutions.
This article reports on a research that was part
of the wider ‘Opening’ project (2017–2019) which
investigated the status of foreign-born artists in Finland.
As a part of the project, the Center for Cultural Policy
Research Cupore carried out a research that examined
the competence, attitudes, and willingness of the
Arts Promotion Centre Finland (Taike), the Finnish arts
and culture institutions within the central government
transfers system3, and the national art institutions (the
Finnish National Museum, Finnish National Theatre,
Finnish National Opera and Ballet, and Finnish National

Implementation of the research
Research data and methods
The research data was comprised of two web
surveys carried out in 2018 and 2019. The first survey
(later referred to as the “Directors Survey”) targeted
the directors of the museums, theatres and orchestras
in the central government transfers system as well
as the directors of the national art institutions. The
second survey (later referred to as the “Artists Survey”)
was targeted at foreign-born artists and cultural
workers. Both surveys mainly featured multiple-choice

Persons whose both parents or single known parent were born abroad are considered to be persons with a foreign background.
This estimate is based on information gathered from different 2-17 statistics of the Finnish artist associations and unions of Cupore as a part
of a research project that mapped the development of the number of artists, their education, and the labour market situation in Finland.
3
The the central government transfers system is part of the cultural policy management programme. The system covers around 40% of the
operating costs of the museums’, orchestras’ and theatres’ in the system (Hirvi-Ijäs & Sokka, 2019). See: https://minedu.fi/en/state-subsidies
[accessed 13.12.2021].
4
The Culture for All Service promotes inclusive cultural services by offering information and tools for workers in the cultural field on how to
improve accessibility and knowledge of diversity. The Service was founded in 2003 and is financed by the Ministry of Education and Culture.
See: http://www.kulttuuriakaikille.fi/en.php [accessed 13.12.2021].
1

2
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the respondents are quite convergent with those found
in previous research (see e.g. Karhunen, 2013; Roiha,
2016; Saukkonen et. al, 2007).
In this article the results of the Artists Survey
are compared with the results of the Arts and Culture
Barometer surveys from 2017 and 2018. A collaboration
between Cupore and Arts Promotion Centre Finland
Taike since 2015, the Barometer is an annual report
based on an annual survey that maps the current values
and attitudes in the arts and culture field in Finland.
Additionally, 28 interviews were conducted to
deepen the understanding and findings of the Directors
Survey. These interviews focused on personnel of the
Finnish National Museum, Turku City Theatre, Kuopio
City Orchestra, and Taike. The institutions were selected
based on the following criteria: the representation
of different art forms, geographical characteristics,
and number of personnel. Taike was selected due to
its significance in enabling and supporting artists in
Finland5.
This article specifically focuses on the Artists
Survey and the Directors Survey. It should be stressed
that personal experiences may contradict the overall
survey results, and some forms of discrimination can
be invisible when reporting statistics. Moreover, in
terms of discrimination, when the subject of a study are
personal experiences, it can result in over- as well as
underestimations of the level of discrimination (Ministry
of Employment and the Economy, 2012: 56). To increase
the understanding on the topic, and for the sake of
representation, the aim was to collaborate with foreignborn representatives throughout the research and the
survey implementation, with the interview questions
formulated in cooperation with this group as well.

questions along with the option to comment for each
question further.
The Directors Survey (2018) addressed the year
2017 when there were 208 art and culture institutions
in the central government transfers system: 123
museums, 57 theatres, and 28 orchestras. In addition,
the survey was sent out to the directors of the Finnish
National Museum, Finnish National Theatre, Finnish
National Opera and Ballet, and Finnish National Gallery
(which consists of three different museums; the
Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, the Ateneum Art
Museum, and the Sinebrychoff Art Museum). In total, 99
institutions responded to the survey: 58 museums, 27
theatres, and 14 orchestras.
The number of respondents for the Artists Survey
(2019) was 126. Just over half of the respondents were
female, while 37% were male; additionally, 10% preferred
not to say their gender or identified themselves as
“other”. Around a third of the respondents were aged
between 25–34, while 44% were 35–44 years-old. The
respondents’ median number of years lived in Finland
was nine years, while their median professional work
history in Finland (also measured in years) was seven
years.
The Artists Survey was mainly answered by artists
rather than cultural workers, and, therefore, this article
concentrates only on this group. The total number of
foreign-born artists in Finland is unknown. G.A.P. has
estimated the number to be between 1,000–2,000, but
this number cannot be validated by statistics. Due to
the number of respondents, the results of the Artists
Survey do not necessarily present a comprehensive
description of the status of foreign-born professionals
in Finland; however, many of the issues addressed by

Country of birth
EU or EEA				

%

Outside the EU or EEA 		

%

Nordic countries		

9

Russia or the USSR 			

24

Western Europe		

35

North America					

15

Central and Eastern Europe

28

South America				

17

Southern Europe		

28

Africa						10
The Middle-East			

20

Asia and Oceania			

15

TABLE 1. RESPONDENT PLACE OF BIRTH.
Source: Artists Survey (2019).

In addition to Taike, municipalities, private foundations, and organisations, among others, award grants for artists. This research focused
only on Taike.
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Research target: foreign-born artists

Russians (including former USSR) (72,012, representing
19% of foreign-born persons), Estonians (46,206, 12%),
Swedes (32,654, 8 %), Iraqis (17,889, 5%), and Somalians
(11,797, 3%) (Official Statistics of Finland).
A majority of the Artists Survey respondents
(80%) reported living in the capital area of Finland,
which consists of the cities of Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa,
and Kauniainen. This appears as higher than the share
of artists or foreign-born persons in general in the area.
In 2018, the region of Uusimaa, containing the capital
area, had the highest number of foreign-born people in
the whole country (52.4%) (Official Statistics of Finland)
while in 2010, nearly 60 percent of all artists lived in the
same region (Rensujeff 2014: 38–39).
Nearly half of the respondents reported working
in the visual arts, followed by, in order, media art,
performance art, cinema, and photographic art (Table
2). On average, each respondent reported working
within 2.5 art fields. It needs to be stressed that the
results will not necessarily correspond with the actual
share of foreign-born artists within the different art
fields in Finland.
A majority of the respondents reported a high
level of professional education, with 52% having earned

Regardless of the difficulties in defining the actual
numbers, the fact that the total share of foreign-born
persons residing in Finland has doubled since 2000
from 3% to 6% indicates a corresponding rise in the
number of foreign-born artists. According to the Artists
Survey, foreign-born artists who live in Finland form
an extremely heterogeneous group of individuals in
terms of ethnic background, representing 34 different
nationalities. Just over half (53%) of these artists are
originally from European Union or European Economic
Area (EAA) (Table 1). Russia (including former USSR)
represent the most common birth country among the
respondents, followed by, in order, the United Kingdom,
Portugal, Peru, Spain, and Mexico.
The survey results are in line with previous
research. Russian-, English-, and Spanish-speaking
artists are over-represented among the foreignlanguage-speaking artists in Finland, whereas, in
general, the some of the largest foreign-language
groups, Somali- and Estonian-speakers, are underrepresented (Karhunen, 2013, 110). In 2018, the five
largest foreign-born population groups in Finland were
Art field							

%

N

Visual arts				

45

48%

Media art				

26

28%

Performance art			

21

23%

Cinema					

20

22%

Photographic art			

19

20%

Music					

17

18%

Theatre				

15

16%

Literature				

13

14%

Dance					

11

12%

Design					

11

12%

Art criticism				

8

9%

Environmental art			

8

9%

Illustrations and comics		

6

6%

Circus art				

2

2%

Other					

14

TABLE 2. RESPONDENT ART FIELDS.
Source: Artists Survey (2019).
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development while the target area concerning inclusion
and participation refers to differences between
population groups. At the beginning of 2020, the Ministry
created a working group to prepare guidelines on how
to consider cultural diversity in cultural policy while
bearing in mind the future population development in
Finland. The working group published it’s final report in
2021 with recommendations on, for example, how to
improve the working possibilities of artists of a foreign
background (MinEdC, 2021).
Another working group appointed by the Ministry
of Education and Culture stated in their report, Indicative
Guidelines for Arts (2019), that art itself, the fields of
art, and the operating environment of the arts are in
constant flux. Since the current support structures for
the arts and artists in Finland were created, the number
of artists in Finland has increased and diversified, and
the making of art has taken on new forms of expression,
work, and production. At the same time, the social
status of artists has not improved, and the support
structures for promoting the arts have not been able
to respond the aforementioned changes. This working
group also emphasized that, in the future, more effort
must be directed toward improving such funding and
support systems as well as the social security of artists
in order to secure the freedom, diversity, and equality of
art; foster educational and cultural rights; and prevent
inequality and social exclusion. (MinEdC, 2019.)
Migration and inclusion have been significantly
discussed in Finnish cultural policy, but the associated
resources and concrete actions have not fully kept
pace with the societal changes and growing migration
and there is often no legal demand for financial
resources to improve the situation. Also, cultural policy
documents in Finland tend to be fairly abstract without
adequate accountability or resources to fully realize
the objectives. Therefore, these policies have often not
been effectively implemented in the arts and culture
sector, or in the operations of the arts and culture
institutions in Finland. (Pyykkönen & Saukkonen, 2015:
394–395.)

up to a master’s degree and 17% up to a bachelor’s
degree. An additional 9% reported having a degree from
a university of applied science. Only five respondents
had no formal education or degree related to art and
culture. Moreover, the majority of the respondents
(76%) had received professional education from outside
Finland. Of all respondents around half had obtained
also a professional degree from Finland. Education
received from outside Finland was most often from
elsewhere in Europe (64%), North America (10%), South
America (9%), or the Middle East (9%). Moreover, the
female respondents had a higher level of education on
average than the male respondents and were much
more likely to have obtained their professional degrees
from Finland.
The respondents were asked to rate their
Finnish- and Swedish-language skills based on a
self-evaluation. Finland is a bilingual country with two
official national languages: Finnish and Swedish6. Fortytwo percent rated their Finnish-language skills “very or
fairly good”, while 32% rated them “very or fairly poor”.

Cultural diversity
cultural policy

in

the

Finnish

The realization of cultural rights is an important
foundation of and strategic goal for cultural policy in
Finland. The opportunity to participate in the arts and
express oneself freely are basic rights secured by,
among others, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (1948), the Non-Discrimination Act (2014), and
the Constitution of Finland (1999). The realization of
these cultural rights can be advanced by ensuring that
all people have the equal opportunity to engage in art
and culture services and participate in the cultural life
in Finland both as recipients and creators (Lahtinen et
al, 2017).
The Ministry of Education and Culture’s Strategy
for Cultural Policy 2025 sets the framework and direction
for the Ministry’s development efforts, generating a
vision in which “Finland is open and international, rich in
languages and cultures, and a country that encourages
renewal, creativity and interest in new ideas” (MinEdC,
2017: 3). The 2025 target areas regarding cultural policy
and related strategic objectives are: 1) creative work
and production; 2) inclusion and participation in arts and
culture; and 3) cultural basis and continuity. There is no
mention of cultural diversity as a part of the first target
area, instead, the emphasis is placed on audience

Working in Finland as a foreign-born
artist
Work history, current work situation, and
income formation
According to the Artists Survey, most of the

The Swedish-speaking population percentage in Finland in 2018 was 5%. In addition, the Sami language users’ rights are defined in law. In
2018, the number of Sami-speaking individuals was 1,995 (Official Statistics of Finland).

6
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foreign-born artists’ professional work history in
Finland is varied and over-lapping: 71% described
working mostly as a freelancer, one third had been
mostly employees, one third grant recipients, and just
under a fifth had done mostly internships. Permanent
contracts appeared to be rare, with only 12% reporting
such. For a clear majority, their work had been paid, but
many had also done unpaid work at some stage of their
professional career.
The Artists Survey results apply to the work
history of most artists in Finland and currently, the artist’s

position in the labour market is typically a patchwork,
with multiple simultaneous income sources, only
some of which relate to their artistic practice (HirviIjäs et al, 2020). In general, this is undesirable from
the perspective of Finnish society and the artists
themselves. The competence of artists and the
investments made in their education, by themselves
and by the society, are not sufficiently made use of,
and the lack of work opportunities creates difficulties in
earning income for the artists. (MinEdC, 2019: 42.)
Half of the respondents reported having worked

Current work situation within arts and culture field
Free artist or working grant recipient
Free artist 29%

Artists Survey
Barometers
2017-2018

Working grant recipient 15%

Free artist 37%

Working grant
recipient 18%

Employee or wage-earner
Artists Survey

Fixed term contract 20%

Barometers
2017-2018

Fixed term contract 23%

Permanent
contract 10%
Permanent
contract 14%

Freelance or Entrepreneur
Entrepreneur 18%

Freelancer 31%

Artists Survey
Barometers
2017-2018

Entrepreneur 21%

Freelancer 27%

Unemployed job applicant
Artists Survey
Barometers
2017-2018

Unemployed job applicant 24%
Unemployed job applicant 17%

Other
Artists Survey Full-time student
10%

Parental
Other 6%
1%leave
3%

Barometers Full-time student
2017-2018
14%

Pensioner
4%
2%

0%

5%

10%

15%

Other 6%
20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

Source: Artists Survey (n=92) and Barometers 2017-2018 8n=1188)

FIGURE 1. ARTISTS’ WORK SITUATION WITHIN THE CULTURAL FIELD IN FINLAND.
*Respondents were able to select more than one option. Artists Survey respondents selected an average of 1.6 options,
while respondents in the Barometer surveys selected 1.8 options.
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living elsewhere in Finland.

at Finnish arts and culture institutions. For most (86%),
the job had been paid. A majority (62%) had worked in
a position where they had been able to take part in the
decision-making process or otherwise influence the
work, program, or practices of the institution. However,
many of the respondents described a lack of suitable
positions in museums, theatres, or orchestras in relation
to their own artistic practice, with many also assuming
they would not be chosen because of their poor Finnish
language skills or ethnic background.
No major differences were found between the
foreign-born artists’ current work situation and the
overall situation of all artists in the cultural field in Finland
(Figure 1). However, there is a higher unemployment
rate of the foreign-born artists according to the Artists
Survey. The number of Artists Survey respondents,
however, should be kept in mind when comparing the
results of the Artists Survey and the Barometer Surveys.
Also, Artists Survey respondents’ current work
situation can be seen to correspond quite well with the
level of education among 54% of the foreignborn artists;
this does not differ from the overall situation (55%)
among all artists in Finland (Hirvi-Ijäs et al, 2018; 2019).
In general, however, artists’ high level of education is
not evident in their position in the labour market, and
the unemployment rate in the art sector is considerably
high (MinEdC, 2019: 41). The results of the ‘Opening’
research describe a similar situation.
English was the most common work language
currently used by the respondents (83%). In addition,
over half also reported using Finnish as their current
work language. Artists living in the capital area reported
English as their work language more often than artists

Seeking employment
practices

and

recruitment

Foreign-born artists reported actively seeking
work and employment via open calls, open applications,
and networks, i.e. via their professional contacts.
Networks were considered to be the most successful
method, being used significantly more by men (84%)
than women (48%). It can be speculated whether
men have more professional networks or if they use
them more actively. The significance of networks can
represent a problem for newcomers or for those who
received their professional education and merits from
outside Finland. The interviews revealed that, while
permanent positions are always announced publicly,
information regarding short, fixed-term positions is
often distributed through unofficial channels, and,
in these cases, networks and references play an
important role.
There seems to be problems in the encounter
between open positions at the art and culture
institutions and the foreign-born artists. The directors
reported receiving very few applications and contacts
from foreign-born professionals. This had created an
assumption that the number of competent foreignborn professionals in Finland is very low. In response,
some of the foreign-born respondents reported that
the open calls be interpreted as addressing native Finns
only. The majority of the directors (79%) did not possess
any training on how to reach or address foreign-born
persons or people with culturally diverse backgrounds

How important do you consider Finnish- or
Swedish-language skills when recruiting a
person to a leading position requiring substantial knowledge of art and culture?

Very or fairly important

Cultural history museums

91%

Specialized museums

86%

Art museums

82%

Theatres

57%

Dance theatres

50%

Orchestras

38%

TABLE 3 THE IMPORTANCE OF NATIVE LANGUAGE SKILLS FOR ART AND CULTURE INSTITUTIONS’ LEADING POSITIONS IN FINLAND.
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information provided in the grant application form:
gender, language, county, and age. Each applicant
marks their native language in the application form,
with all languages other than Finnish and Swedish
comprising the category, “other”; such applicants
are referred to as “foreign-language applicants/
recipients”. This category can include persons with a
Finnish background but whose language is “other” (e.g.,
Sàmi).
In 2018, Taike received nearly 11,600 grant
applications. When looking at the grants in total, the
ratio between the foreign-language applicants (5% of
all applicants) and the foreign-language recipients (5%
of all recipients) was the same, meaning the awardance
rate was the same when studied the applicants and
recipients by different language. The amount of grants
(in Euros) awarded to foreign-language applicants
was a bit lower (4%) (Karhunen, 2018). For the different
grant categories, in 2018, working grants were applied
for in total by fewer foreign-language applicants (4%)
compared to project grants (6%). In many cases, the
ratio between the foreign-language applicants and the
recipients was almost the same. Compared to before
2018, there had been a rise in the number and share of
foreign-language recipients in many grant categories;
most notably, the share of recipients now exceeds the
share of applicants for artist grants.
The reported reasons of the foreign-born artists
by the Artists Survey for not applying for grants included
not being familiar with the procedure, not being
aware of relevant grants, not feeling like a potential
successful candidate, and not finding anything suitable
for personal artistic specialization and focus. Language
was not mentioned once as a reason for not applying
regardless of the respondents raising criticism
regarding the lack of English information available.
Taike only has application forms in Finnish and Swedish
despite it being possible to apply in English.
In general, the respondents reported that they
were pretty satisfied with the information available on
existing grants, slightly less satisfied with the information
on how to apply, and strongly dissatisfied with the
lack of information available on the funding decisionmaking criteria and the decision-makers. Many of the
respondents specifically complained about the lack of
feedback on grant decisions. Some saw it as a valuable
source of information to improve future applications,
but, for others, it indicated a lack of transparency. This
led to assumptions of favouritism and relationships
between the applicants and evaluators; these were
similar to assumptions reported by the Barometer

during the recruitment process.
Closer analysis of the recruitment processes
revealed that the majority of the open calls are made
only in Finnish and, in some cases, also in Swedish.
This can thus affect the ability of foreign-born artists
to obtain relevant information. There are significant
differences in the matter between museums, theatres
and orchestras. Orchestras may handle all their
recruitment via international recruitment channels
and the selection process can be based mostly on
applicants’ musical skills, whereas theatres are strongly
linked to the Finnish national languages.
When recruiting new personnel to a leading
position, according to the directors, the most important
factors are the diversity and quality of the applicant’s
previous work experience, relevant education and
degree, good attitude and motivation, and strong
team-working skills. The majority of the directors stated
that leading position requires an understanding also of
cultural diversity. Moreover, Finnish work experience
was regarded more highly than international work
experience, explaining, in part, what is considered by
the directors as “the diversity and quality of previous
work experience”. In general, most of the directors
stated that they consider proficient Finnish- or
Swedish-language skills very or fairly important for
leading positions, but in this regards there were major
differences between the institutions (Table 3). Some of
the less frequently mentioned factors were networks,
other language skills, a Finnish degree, and references.

Receiving grants from the Arts Promotion
Centre Finland
Grant application and decision-making process
Arts Promotion Centre Taike is a national funding
and service agency working under the Ministry of
Education and Culture. Taike’s national arts councils,
appointed by the Central Arts Council, make decisions
regarding grants and awards for artists, artist groups,
and organisations based on peer reviews. The members
of the national arts councils are appointed for two-year
terms based on the recommendations of recognised
expert bodies in the Finnish cultural field. The members
of the Central Arts Council are appointed by the Ministry
of Education and Culture for a three-year term and are
recognised experts in the field of arts and culture. All of
Taike’s decision-makers concerning grants and awards
are publicly announced on their website.
Taike’s grant statistics are based on the
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states that in a qualitative evaluation process of Taike’s
grant applications, the individuals’ backgrounds cannot
be determined and conclusive, and the decisionmaking cannot simply follow the share of applicants
(Karhunen, 2013: 72). However, it is obvious that, when
the decision-making is based on previous artistic
merits, such as in Taike’s case, the way in which the
applicant’s professionalism and quality of their previous
artistic activities are assessed is crucial. Furthermore, it
is essential to recognize how different artistic practices
are assessed and valued and what kind of expertise is
needed in the decision-making process.

Survey respondents (Hirvi-Ijäs et al, 2018; 2019).
Grant for cultural diversity
Taike awards grants for promoting cultural
diversity for artists, working groups, and private persons
working as entrepreneurs. The purpose of these grants
is “to enhance the opportunities of artists with immigrant
backgrounds or who belong to other cultural minorities
to carry out artistic activities and to participate in Finnish
art life on an equal basis and to support art and cultural
projects in Finland that promote cultural diversity and
intercultural dialogue and combat racism” . The total
grant amount awarded in 2018 was 130,000 euros
divided between 36 recipients, out of which 28% were
foreign-language speakers.
The majority of the Artists Survey respondents
considered the grant important, though many identified
problems with it. The grant was seen important in
promoting diversity and intercultural dialogue—
especially in the current political climate—and as an
important stepping stone for foreign-born artists to gain
entry in the grant system in Finland. However, the grant
was also seen to segregate foreign-born artists from
others and label them as “immigrant artists”. Criticism
addressed whether the existence of the grant was
seen by Taike as a sufficient measure for dealing with
cultural diversity versus taking it into accound in the
criteria of all grants. Similar remarks have been made
previously, suggesting that the grant does not seem
to have functioned as an entry point for other grants
and that special measures targeted towards minorities
often actually segregate rather than prevent isolation
from the dominant culture (see Karhunen, 2013: 113;
Saukkonen, 2013: 33).
Taike has taken measures to improve this
situation and has included ´equality and fair treatment´
in the decision-making criteria of operational subsidies
and grants for artists. This specific criteria is, however,
not elaborated further. In addition, following the
objectives stated in Taike’s current performance
agreement, during the period of 2017–2019, Taike
aimed to increase the percentage of foreign-language
applicants and recipients up to 6%. There has also been
effort to increase understanding of cultural diversity
among the national art councils by seeking more
recommendations regarding persons with culturally
diverse backgrounds.
Despite these measures, however, the issue of
representation remains, and it is impossible to cover all
fields of artistic expertise in the art councils. Karhunen

Cultural diversity in the art and culture
institutions in Finland
Diversity of the personnel
In the Directors Survey the directors of the
art and culture institutions were presented with
statements and asked to evaluate how much they
agreed or disagreed with them. The museum, theatre,
and orchestra directors all identified cultural diversity
as a strength in their work community. However, most
museum and theatre directors felt that non-Finnishor Swedish-speaking professionals do not have equal
opportunities at their institution. Orchestra and dance
theatre directors felt strongly that the opportunities
are equal and appeared more likely to employ foreignlanguage-speaking professionals compared to
museums and drama theatres.
According to a report of the Swedish Agency
for Cultural Policy Analysis (2017), the representation
of employees with a foreign background is the largest
among performing arts institutions and orchestras in
all Nordic countries. Meanwhile, museums typically
exhibit the lowest percentage of persons with a foreign
background (Kulturanalys Norden, 2017: 11). In total,
the share of foreign-born employees at governmentfunded cultural institutions in Finland in 2015 was around
6% (ibid: 25). About 3% of the employed managers had
a foreign background, and this percentage decreased
during the study period (2000–2015). In other words, the
diversity of the Finnish population is not reflected in the
cultural institutions’ personnel, and, in 2015, the cultural
sector was estimated to be moving further away from
reflecting the actual population (Ibid: 10–12.)
Based in the Directors Survey, in 2017, all
dance theatres had at least one or more non-Finnish,
Swedish, or Sámi languages speaking member on
their staff, whereas majority of the museums had
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Number

Museums, n=58

Theatres, n=27

Orchestras, n=13

Total, n=98

None

69%

37%

23%

54%

1–2

26%

33%

23%

28%

3–5

3%

22%

15%

10%

5-10

2%

7%

15%

5%

10-20

0%

0%

15%

2%

Over 20

0%

0%

8%

1%

TABLE 2. NUMBER OF FOREIGN-LANGUAGE-SPEAKING STAFF IN THE ART
AND CULTURE INSTITUTIONS 2017.
none (Table 4). It needs to be noted that many of the
museums in Finland are small and only have a few
members of staff. The dance theatre directors agreed
more frequently than others that the members of their
staff should reflect the diversity of society. There was
no clear opinion mentioned by most of the museum,
drama theatre, and orchestra directors. The theatre
and orchestra directors agreed more strongly than the
museums that bringing about cultural diversity in their
operations requires members of staff with culturally
diverse backgrounds.
Other notable differences were also found
between the museums, theatres, and orchestras. All
disagreed more than agreed that a Finnish degree
and/or education would lead to the greatest work
competence at their institution. The orchestras and
dance theatres disagreed with this statement more
strongly than the others. The interviews, however,
revealed that the professional level of Finnish degrees
was considered easier to assess than foreign ones.
Many of the directors identified challenges in a
culturally and linguistically diverse work environment.
Of those who had worked in such a work environment,
only 16% had not faced any problems. The most
frequently faced challenges were communication
difficulties, misunderstandings, and different work
practices. The respondents who had not worked in such
a work environment predicted to face more challenges
than had been faced in reality when comparing to
the number of those respondents who had faced
challenges. The directors had faced challenges
related to different artistic perceptions, however, more
often than had been suspected. In total, a fourth of
the respondents had never worked in culturally and
linguistically diverse work environments.

Competence and practices
Many museum and theatre directors felt that they
do not have the competence to take cultural diversity
into account in their practices and operations, whereas
the orchestra directors were much more optimistic
in this regard. Less than a third of the institutions had
received training on cultural diversity; these were
mostly cultural history museums and other museums.
Moreover, 44% of the orchestra directors saw no need
for such training, and 64% of the theatre directors could
not say if it was needed. This could indicate that, due
to the lack of encounters with cultural diversity within
these institutions’ operations, the required knowledge
and skills have not yet been identified (see Saukkonen
et al, 2007: 25).
On a strategic level, cultural diversity was most
commonly linked to audience development, audience
work, events, programs, and exhibitions. Only every
tenth directors stated that there was no mention of
cultural diversity in their strategic documents, such as
in their operation plan. At the same time, however, only
a few of the directors reported that cultural diversity
was linked to their human resources management or
the development of the organization.
In the institutions’ practices, cultural diversity
was faced most often, in the following order, in relation
to audience work, exhibitions, events, program, and
networks. Around a fifth of the directors reported that
they had never faced issues or questions related to
cultural diversity within their institution’s practices.
According to the directors, the biggest general
challenges in taking cultural diversity into account
in the institutions’ practices and operations were
insufficient resources and allowances for recruiting
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respondents feeling like an outsider.
One study showed that the highest ethnic
discrimination rates can be found at the recruitment
stage (Ministry of Employment and the Economy, 2012:
72). Fortyone per cent of the Artists Survey respondents
felt that their professional expertise was recognised and
respected when applying for work or grants in Finland,
while 39% felt the opposite. Respondent age, gender,
or country of professional education did not affect
the responses. A third of those who were born inside
the EU or EEA area and 43% of those born outside the
EU/EAA felt that their expertise was recognized and
respected. Grant recipients and persons in employment
relationship felt most strongly that their expertise was
recognised, whereas entrepreneurs and unemployed
persons felt the opposite.
The reported reasons for respondents not
feeling their professional expertise was recognised
and respected included the need to prove their
professional skills and expertise repeatedly and more
often than Finnish-born artists, a lack of recognition
of the degrees or expertise gained outside Finland,
and different artistic practices. One example of this
was the response that artists’ associations might not
accept a foreign degree as proof of professionalism.
The respondents presented a number of assumptions
regarding discrimination without concrete examples,
although recent reports and studies have shown that
many Finns believe in the occurrence of discrimination
based on ethnicity and that an applicant’s name takes
on a significant role when applying for work, especially in
the case of Iraqi and Somali applicants (Eurobarometer,
2019; Ahmad, 2019).
Just over half of the Artists Survey respondents
did not feel they are treated as equals with Finnishborn artists. The major reported reason for this was the
inability to speak the Finnish language. Other mentioned
reasons included, again, a lack of networks, closed
circles, assumption regarding favouritism, a lack of
recognition of professional merits gained from outside
Finland, the system being created to support Finnishborn artists, discrimination, racism, and harassment. A
strong sense disbelief and disappointment in Finnish
society and the cultural sector was evident in some of
the responses.
Some of the Artists Survey respondents reported
that they felt being seen as a representative of only their
native country or ethnicity. The question of racialization
cannot be adequately discussed based on the research
data here, but there is evidence that it should be taken
seriously. Aminkeng Atabong (2016) suggested that the

new personnel. As such, the central government
transfers system does not require taking cultural
diversity into account in the institutions’ practices.
However, the system has recently been reformed, with
the new Museums Act as well as the act on promoting
performing arts being established in 2020. The purpose
of the Museums Act is to strengthen individuals’ and
communities’ understanding of and participation in
culture and history; advance communality, continuity,
and cultural diversity; and further well-being, equality,
and democracy (Museums Act, 2019). The aim of the
state contribution to the operating costs of performing
arts units is to promote, from an artistic point of view,
the diversity and cultural diversity of performing arts,
among others (Laki esittävän taiteen edistämisestä,
2020).

Experiences of discrimination
Personal experiences do not always provide
a positive picture of foreign-born artists’ situation
in the cultural field in Finland. A clear majority (86%)
of the respondents had faced hardship (most often
economical) in their professional career in Finland.
This is, as stated previously, a common problem in
the cultural field in Finland and evident in multiple
studies (see, e.g., Hirvi-Ijäs et al, 2019; Rensujeff, 2014).
In addition, foreign-born artists experience hardship
due to prejudice and discrimination based on ethnicity,
leading to, in extreme cases, mental health problems.
In general, artists in Finland experience their work as
more mentally stressful and draining than other workers
in Finland, the reasons for which include discrimination
and harassment in the arts and culture field (Houni &
Ansio, 2013: 149–163).
Of those who had worked in Finnish arts and
culture institutions (60 Artists Survey respondents), 83%
of men and 55% of women had faced challenges or
problems. The country of their professional education
did not affect the likelihood of encountering problems,
but those who had lived in Finland only a short while
faced more challenges and problems. Moreover, those
using English as their work language encountered
significantly more challenges than those who spoke
Finnish. These challenges were caused most often by
insufficient Finnish language skills, leading to limited
work assignments, an inability to take part in decisionmaking, feelings that others were favoured, and a lack
of transparency. Other mentioned problems included
differences in work practices and an unwillingness to
change or re-evaluate existing practices. This led to
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At times, the research findings indicates a certain
protectiveness by native Finns as well as an apparent
openness towards cultural diversity. This is evident,
for example, when professional Finnish degrees are
valued more highly than foreign ones. The central
government transfers system has recently undergone
a reform, and it will remain to be seen if this reform will
place any demands on institutions or introduce new
tools for measuring and evaluating their operations
and practices. Based on the present research, there
is a recognized need to encourage these institutions
to more explicitly integrate cultural diversity in their
everyday operations.
It appears that the structures, practices, and
attitudes in the cultural field of Finland do not fully
support the employment and work possibilities of
foreign-born artists, especially those lacking sufficient
Finnish- or Swedish-language skills. Working in English
can also have negative effects on, for example, career
development. While the possibility of working in English
may increase one’s work opportunities, it may also
prevent future career development due to the national
language requirements. The higher the position, the
more likely it is to require Finnish- and/or Swedishlanguage skills.
Although language is an important factor in
creating inequality, concentrating on it bypasses
the complex issues of race and racialization. More
research in the Finnish context is needed regarding
the mechanisms of racial discrimination not only
concerning foreign-born persons but all persons who
find it difficult to enter the Finnish art and culture sector
for such reasons.
The report by the working group appointed by the
Ministry of Education and Culture (2019) emphasises the
importance of diversity and equality and highlights that
more effort must be focused on improving the funding
and support systems as well as the social security of
artists. The working group also acknowledges that the
funding and support system of Taike has been criticised
for its lack of transparency. These are all similar issues
addressed by the Artists Survey respondents. A major
obstacle regarding the grants of Taike is the lack of
accessible information regarding the decision-making
process, which causes assumptions and reduces
accountability.
What is needed to advance the situation
of foreign-born artists in Finland is the sufficient
implementation and the willingness of everyone in the
arts and culture sector to advance cultural diversity
and equality in their practices. So far, it is unclear

existence of race is often ignored in Finland. Replacing
race with culture makes it difficult to understand the
concept of race and racialization. Using culture and
ethnicity to mark differences between population
groups silences the racial experiences of the racialised
people (Aminkeng Atabong, 2016: 16–17.) In a society
like Finland, whiteness is an unquestioned norm that
all others are compared with and valued against (ibid.,
28–29). Ultimately this has an effect in how those who
do not represent the white Finnish population are seen
in society—whether they are seen as representatives
of their own ethnic group only or whether they are
represented in diverse individual roles in the Finnish
society.

Conclusions
This article aimed to address the status of foreignborn artists and study their experiences working and
operating in the cultural field in Finland. According to
the research, a majority of the challenges and problems
faced by the foreign-born artists living in Finland are
linked to economic difficulties. Grants are difficult to
obtain and often too small to fully cover living expenses.
A lack of permanent or long-term employment relevant
to artists’ specific practices creates uncertainty for
many. Discrimination and harassment are also common.
These are all generally identified problems in the Finnish
cultural field. In addition, foreign-born artists face a
number of challenges in their professional career due
to language problems, merits gained outside Finland,
and discrimination based on ethnicity. When the factors
pile up and a person meets with discrimination on
multible counts, it is clear that the possibilities for equal
treatment become substantially lower.
All the addressed challenges by the foreign-born
artists recognised in this research have been identified
in previous studies (MinEdC 2012; Karhunen 2013;
Saukkonen 2010; Lammi & Protassove 2011). Therefore
one can ask why have the previous observations have
not led to better improvements. The directors of the
art and culture institutions identified cultural diversity
as a strength of a work community but the directors of
museums and theatres specifically reported hesitating
in hiring people who have not mastered any of the
national languages. Their positive attitudes towards
cultural diversity are too often deflated by lack of
financial resources, time, and skills. Differences in work
practises, quality conceptions, and artistic perceptions
were also mentioned as challenges in culturally diverse
environments.
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Taiteilijoiden ja taiteen
verkkojulkaisuja, 51.

whether there will be set mechanisms for monitoring
the new acts and terms and whether sanctions will be
installed. Overall, training, mentoring, and re-evaluation
of established practises are endorsed as steps towards
greater inclusion. The results of this research show that
the majority of the Finnish arts and culture directors
would welcome a more culturally diverse cultural
field in Finland but lack an understanding of how to
identify and dissolve practices and structures fostering
inequality.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an overview of the audience-oriented initiatives
implemented by art fairs during the confinement. As in other spheres of art and culture,
significant growth of digital activities has been offered to the audience of the fairs.
However, due to the 'experience nature’ of the event, not all of these strategies were
equally successful. Based on the qualitative thematic analysis of the articles written
by the representatives of the art world, this paper identifies audience development
strategies for the art fairs in a post-digital context. The first section introduces the
classification of the strategic areas of audience development covered by the art fairs
during confinement. The second section discusses which of these strategies can be
implemented in the post-pandemic context. In conclusion, an overview of the audience
development strategies and main trends is presented, opening the discussion on the
contribution of these strategies to the development of the new art fair’s model.
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Introduction
Cultural events are one of the most important
tools for social development and engagement. At
the beginning of 2020, due to the spread of Covid-19
and all the consequences that followed, the cultural
sphere became one of the most seriously damaged.
It can be specially noted on the venue and eventsbased activities, that had to search for new ways of
engagement with their audience (OECD, 2020: 13;
Council of Europe, 2020: 4).
Art fairs, typically held in big exhibition venues,
gathering thousands of visitors and participants, was
one of the industries that had to rapidly adapt to the
new circumstances. On account of the cancellation
of the most important art fairs in 2020 (The Art Market
Report 2021: 174), the future of these events became
one of the most discussed topics in the art market.
Not only the art fairs play a key role in the
contemporary art market, presenting the most
commercially promising artworks, selected by art
dealers and sometimes curators (Vermeylen, F., 2020;
Stocco, D., 2019; Baia, C. S., 2012) and stimulating
competitiveness among the collectors, who want to
be the first ones to purchase new artworks (Thornton,
2008), they also provide networking opportunities,
increasing visibility and building a reputation of both
artists and the galleries (Kapferer, 2010, Morgner, 2014;
Yogev, 2010; Yogev and Grund, 2012). Besides that, art
fairs facilitate discussions by organized conferences
and panel talks; collaborate with museums and private
art foundations, thus they cannot be approached only
as commercial events. Changes in their usual routine
have undoubtedly affected other artistic spheres and
actors: galleries, artists, art collectors.
During the confinement, art fairs’ organizers had
to develop creative solutions to stay connected with
their audience and provide visibility to the galleries.
Reinventing their usual forms of organization, they were
testing diverse strategies, developing digital tools,
organizing de-centralized smaller events, or promoting
international cooperation with galleries and public
spaces.
It is important to add, that the need to change the
existing art fair’s model has been widely discussed even
before the pandemic (Baldacci, Ricci, & Vettese, 2020;

Barragan, 2020; Saltz, 2018), but this issue became
even more urgent in the post-pandemic post-digital
context. Although lately several studies focused on
development, networking and the general role of the
art fairs have been published (Baldacci, Ricci, & Vettese,
2020; Barragan, 2020; Vermeylen, 2020; Stocco, 2019;
Baia Curioni & Garutti, 2014), far too little attention has
been paid to the role of the audience and audience
development strategies.
Based on the qualitative thematic analysis, this
paper aims to provide a comprehensive overview of
the most widespread audience-oriented activities
implemented during the confinement and to identify
which of them can be possibly used in the postpandemic future, contributing to the development of
the new art fair’s model1.

Theoretical Framework
Place of the Art Fairs in the Art World
According to Howard Becker (1982), the art
world represents a complex network of people
that includes everyone involved in producing,
commissioning, presenting, preserving, promoting,
chronicling, criticizing, buying, and selling fine art. This
idea is supported by Sarah Thornton (2008), noting
that overlapping subcultures of the art world can
be held together only by a belief in art. Although the
presentation of the art fair as an important actor of the
art world is not new (Morel, 2013: 355; Smith, 2020: 25),
it seems impossible not to consider it, researching the
fairs. It is crucial to understand the phenomenon of
the art fair as an important tool for the presentation,
promotion, and distribution of art and to consider it
only in interaction with other participants of this big
network. In this regard, all the actors involved in the art
fair, including art fairs’ organizers, curators, artists, art
dealers, art critics, and collectors are the participants
of the same network, playing their roles by contributing
to the art world’s dynamics. However, speaking about
such a big public event as the art fair, it shouldn’t be
forgotten that among the visiting audience, there are
also ordinary visitors who are coming to see the art
fair as a leisure activity or touristic experience and
they don’t share the same degree of knowledge and

1
Present paper has been elaborated as a part of the doctoral thesis, on which the author is working at the moment. The main goal of
the thesis is to find socially-oriented audience development strategies for the emerging art fairs in Spain and Italy. Starting the research
during this unusual historical moment, it is important to take into consideration initiatives and creative solutions implemented by the art
fairs’ organizers in the given context, because they will likely shape the changes in the future model of the art fairs in the post-digital
times. Preliminary findings of this research have been presented online during the 15th Max Weber Fellows' June Conference "Healing and
Renewal", organized by the Max Weber Programme, and held on 16, 17, and 18 June 2021.
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familiarity with the art world or, in a broader sense with
the art field, as it was theorized by Bourdieu (1993).
Being responsible for the distribution of the
art, at the same time, art fairs represent an important
meeting point for various actors of the art world. (Yogev
& Grund, 2012: 27). Accordingly, they are the key events
in the market, as they serve as the unmissable society
events (Vermeylen, 2015: 56) and provide significant
networking opportunities to their participants (Ruiz,
2021; Morgner, 2014; Yogev & Grund, 2012; Yogev, 2010).
According to Catherine Morel (2014), art fairs can
be perceived as the real metaphor of the art world. She
suggests studying them from different perspectives:
as a field configuring event; in comparison with other
creative industries; as gatekeeper to the art world; as
a map of the art world; as a site for re-enactment of
the art world; and as a place for selected encounters;
concluding that as "cyclical events that concentrate
important actors of the art world in specific locations,
art fairs go far beyond commercial transactions: they
facilitate and support knowledge exchanges, network
and reputation building” (Morel, 2014: 360).
Art dealer and author Nacho Ruiz (2021: 25) went
further, suggesting placing art fairs in one of the central
places within the concept of the art system, originally
coined by Lawrence Alloway and Achile Bonito Oliva in
1972. Additionally, speaking about art as a social and
perceptual system, it is important to mention major
work by Luhmann (1971: 13), who claimed that art was
a special kind of communication that used perceptions
instead of language, which should be considered
regarding the representative function of the art fairs.

Art Fairs in the Pre-Covid Context
Although various predecessors of the art fairs
in the shape of art festivals, fairs of artisanship, or
biennials (Barragan, 2008) have been witnessed
throughout history, the model of the art fair closest
to its contemporary shape has been first held only in
1967 in Cologne (Morgner, 2014). Planned as a place of
gathering and exchange for dealers, collectors, artists,
and art enthusiasts, today this exhibition-based event
has grown into an international phenomenon.
Although some of the fairs claim that their mission
is to “bring art closer to the audience” (Art Cologne) or
“to discover new talents, on one side, and to support
the rediscovery of the overlooked ones on the other”
(Artissima), the fact that they provide an enormous
commercial potential is clear and shouldn’t be
forgotten. According to Mehring (2008), during its most

productive years, Art Cologne was largely responsible
for “generating the most public and open discussion
about the contemporary art market in history” (p.328).
Thompson (2011), named the art fairs “tournaments
of value” (p. 71) in the art market; Heiser (2020) went
further, claiming that art fairs are “market events” and
that they are “like bazaar” (p.125), emphasizing that even
the seemingly non-commercial parts such as talks or
educational programs serve to a purpose of brandbuilding, as a part of the overall business.
The success of the art fairs can be traced to the
growth of art fairs’ amount worldwide. According to
Thompson (2008), the number of established art fairs
had risen from 55 in 2001 to 205 in 2008. Since then, the
significance of the fairs has been gradually increasing:
the 2020 Art Basel & UBS Art Market Report includes
300 established international art fairs in 2019. Due to
the growing interest in the art fairs’ phenomenon, the
current era has been even described as “the age of the
art fair” (Barragan, 2008, Bankowksy, 2005), “the decade
of the art fairs'' (Thompson, 2008) and the “artfairisation”
of the art world (Barragan, 2008).
Assessment of the art fairs in the period right
before the pandemic (UBS Art Market Report 2020)
proved that they remained a key method for galleries
to reach a higher volume of new clients from local and
international markets. It has also revealed high interest
shared between groups of visitors. Although only a
small part of them turns into real clients, according
to participating galleries and art fair organizers, these
events serve as a starting point for education and
familiarization of new collectors with galleries, artists,
and the art market.
Despite the increasing number of attendees as
well as growing public engagement, in the last decade,
there could be noticed a tendency to complain about the
oversaturation with the art events (Micheala Neumeister
cited in Thompson, 2011: 45). Tiredness from the need
to attend numerous art fairs, excessive traveling, and
the urge to attend a variety of side events during the
art fair’s week, became such a common topic, that they
even coined a special term for it: Fairtigue (Schneider,
2018; Heiser, 2020). It was widespread in 2019, together
with similar comments on the fact that there were “too
many fairs”, and “overload” with the art events (Adam,
April 1, 2020).
The tendency of fairtigue and cancellation of the
art fairs, as well as some other organizational and ethical
problems, have raised a debate on the efficiency of the
existing art fair’s model. In his major research on the
history and development of the art fairs, Paco Barragan
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(2020) claims that the present moment is a perfect time
to reshape the existing art fair’s model. He believes that
methods and strategies working during the booming
economy may not work at present and that now the art
fairs need more practical/financial changes rather than
theoretical/curatorial ones.
The fact that from a trade show with cultural
impact (Frost, W., & Laing, J., 2018), art fairs have
transferred into real experiences raised another debate
among the researchers. Based on the notion of the
"experience economy", first introduced in a 1998 article
by B. Joseph Pine II and James H., Barragan (2008:
67) suggests that art fairs represent a paradigm of
that experience economy: a center where a limited
offer of artworks on sale allows to transcend from the
category of simple "spectator" into a "role-player", a real
participant of the art world. He then adds that art fairs
are praised not only for the quality of the art displayed
but also for the quality of the "experience they offer” (p.
88). Moreover, according to Velthuis (2012: 32), within
this event culture, the whole concept of consumption
of contemporary art is represented as a social and
cultural experience.
Although the main goal of the organization of
"experimental" and non-commercial events (Ricci,
2020: 66), including artists' talks, lectures, workshops,
bookshops, and additional curated exhibitions (Smith,
2020; Altshuler, 2020), may be questionable, after all,
they offer a diverse cultural program to the public.
For instance, as a part of the VIP Program, art fairs are
organising presentations and breakfasts in the galleries,
visits to the collectors’ houses, cocktails, and parties in
museums (Dalley, 2013). Therefore, for the experienced
collectors, who have a personal invitation from the Art
Fair or participating gallery and are included in the VIP
Program, the idea of attending an art fair includes the
whole experience package. Unfortunately, it is not the
case for the visitors who come to the art fair for the first
time or attend it “by surprise” (Bollo et al., 2018). They
may be confused by the chaotic structure of the Art
Fair, and not informed of any side events happening
around the city during the fair, although some of them
are free to attend and don’t require a special invitation.
In this regard, it is interesting to distinguish the
types of audience typically attending the art fairs. At
first glance, it may seem that, as an industry event, it is
aimed exclusively at the people from the art industry:
“galleries, collectors, curators, museums’ directors, art
critics, journalists…” (Yogev and Grund, 2012). Some of
the fairs even list the “desired” categories of visitors.
For instance, Art Cologne invites “museums (directors,

curators), collectors (institutional, investment and
private), auction houses, cultural and educational
services, artists, art curators and art consultants, banks
and insurance, companies, architects, private people
interested in art” (Art Cologne website: For Visitors).
However, the latter group “private people interested
in art” remains unclear, and raises many questions. An
interesting reflection on it was made by Schultheis et al.
(2015): doing major ethnographical research on the Art
Basel, they suggested the division between customers,
who can be called “art lovers”, and general visitors, who
can be called “interested in art” (p.16). This division can
be noticed starting from an allocation of the special days
of the art fairs dedicated to Professionals or VIP guests
only (by invitation/accreditation only) and the general
public (free or paid entrance during the last days of
the fair, usually on weekend). Thus, typically during the
first two-four days, art fairs are open exclusively to a
selected group of people, and “general audience” or
people “interested in art” can come only on the last
days of the fair. Therefore, talking about the audience
development of the art fairs, this functional distinctions
should be taken into account.

Art Fairs and Audience Development
As a starting point, it should be stated that
audience development is not a scientific discipline,
but rather a management approach within cultural
institutions. There are several definitions of this term,
shaped in different countries based on their specific
contexts (Cuenca-Amigo & Makua, 2018).
However, most of these definitions agree on
the transversality of the Audience Development
(Cuenca-Amigo, & Makua, 2018). Starting from the
first research and discussions on the subject, Rogers
(1998) argued that audience development was
the result of the combination and collaboration of
programming, education, and marketing, wondering if
the professionals from such different fields would ever
be able to work together towards the common goal of
developing audiences. Supporting this idea Kotler and
Scheff (2004) highlight the complications connected
to collaboration between art directors and employees
from the administrative departments, including
marketing.
Although it was created ten years ago, a
comprehensive definition of Audience Development
from the Arts Council of England (2011: 2) is still widely
used: “activity which is undertaken specifically to
meet the needs of existing and potential audiences
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and to help arts organizations to develop ongoing
relationships with audiences. It can include aspects of
marketing, commissioning, programming, education,
customer care, and distribution”. This definition then
emphasizes the importance of AD, concluding that: “As
an ethos audience development places the audience
at the heart of everything the organization does”.
Colomer (2013), who instead of using this term refers
to it as audience training, also highlights the idea of
confluence of different areas, stating that audience
training is multidisciplinary and that various disciplines
converge in it such as marketing, sociology, economics,
pedagogy or social dynamization, which just confirms
the idea of the importance of the comprehensive
collaboration.
However, in the case of this study, the social
aspect of Audience Development, focused on
accessibility, inclusivity, and education is more
relevant. The most illustrative for it is the definition
given by the European Commission (2012: 1): “Audience
development is a strategic, dynamic, and interactive
process of making the arts widely accessible. It aims at
engaging individuals and communities in experiencing,
enjoying, participating in and valuing the arts through
various means available today for cultural operators,
from digital tools to volunteering, from co-creation to
partnerships”.
Additional findings can be encountered in a study
conducted by Bollo et al., (2017). It is mainly focused on
the organizational part, proposing eight strategic areas
of intervention: programming, audience participation,
and co-creation, digital transformation, use of data,
place, collaboration and partnership, organizational
change, capacity building.
Besides that, at present, several cultural
organizations start to take into account local communities
of their interest. Regarding this, Borwick (2012) delves
into the relationship of cultural organizations with their
local communities and defends the need to focus on
creating communities instead of audiences in the first
place. The term strictly associated with this practice is
then community engagement.

Post-Digital Context
In the introduction to his forthcoming book
Shout for Joy! The Plague has Passed: Biblical Insights
for Life in a Post-corona Era, artist, and art educator
Mel Alexenberg claims that “the Post-corona Era is a
Postdigital Age”. The term explains a wide dependence
on the process of digitalization and refers to: “technical

condition that followed the so-called digital revolution
and is constituted by the naturalization of pervasive
and connected computing processes and outcomes
in everyday life, such that digitality is now inextricable
from the way we live while forms, functions, and effects
are no longer perceptible” (Albrecht, Fielitz & Thurston,
2019:11).
The first discussion on the related topic can be
found in the article written by Nicholas Negroponte back
in 1998. The main idea behind it was that oversaturation
with digital techniques and experience may bring
surprising changes to the rest of culture and society in
general. Thus, speaking about post-digitalization, the
focus should be made not only on the technical side of
the process, but also on the social, cultural, and political
effects of this normalization.
Interestingly, the term is widely used in
connection to artistic practices (Alexenberg, 2011;
Benayoun, 2008; Bolognini, 2008), referring to the
focus on “being human, rather than with being digital”
(Alexenberg, 2011:14). It is concerned with constantly
changing relationships between digital technologies
and art forms. However, it does not mean that the digital
part will disappear or will not be needed anymore. On
the contrary, digital transformation will continue its way
to produce innovative approaches and experiences. At
the same time, the importance of social interaction and
the human aspect will be highly praised and promoted
in the post-digital context.

Methodology
Aimed at providing a structured overview of
the audience-oriented initiatives and strategies, this
research is based on a qualitative thematic analysis of
relevant online resources and newspaper articles.
To describe trends in communication and to trace
the development of scholarship (Krippendorff & Klaus,
2004: 45), the online version of The Arts Newspaper
[https://www.theartnewspaper.com/]
has
been
chosen as a reliable source of information, recognized,
and supported by the key actors of the art world.
Among reviewers and commentators for the paper are
museum directors, curators, artists, and art critics (The
Art Newspaper: About, accessed: 2021, May 15), which
provides an opportunity to make a reliable overview
of their vision, opinion, and predictions. Additionally, a
few articles from other online sources: Artnet [http://
www.artnet.com/] and DataArt [https://www.dataart.
com/], have been added to confirm certain theories
and trends.
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Art Fairs in Confinement: Strategies,
Activities, and Ways of Engagement
with the Audience

A pre-selection criterion based on the timeframe
(01/03/2020 – 31/05/2021) and search by the keywords combination ‘Art Fair’+ ‘Covid’ helped to identify
34 relevant articles, which contained reflections and
interviews on the dynamics in the art fairs’ industry,
changes, and initiatives.
After the first revision, articles that contained
irrelevant information have been eliminated. To answer
the question: “What audience-oriented strategies and
activities were implemented by the art fairs during
confinement and which of them are more likely to be
used in the future?”, inductive coding was implemented.
Instead of assigning the pre-selected categories, they
were formed naturally during the content screening.
Following Gioia’s approach to inductive research
designed to develop new concepts and to generate
persuasive new theories (Gioia & Pitre, 1990; Gioia et
al., 2012), these initiatives were later grouped in the
second-order themes.
Interestingly, after grouping of categories, it has
been observed that they generally correspond to the
key strategic areas of audience development identified
by the EngageAudiences Project (Bollo et al., 2017).
Additional qualitative analysis in its explanatory
nature helped to make predictions on the trends that
most likely will remain in the art fair’s industry in the
post-covid context.

First-Order Categories

Starting from the cancellation of Art Basel Hong
Kong in March 2020, major art fairs started to cancel
their events, due to the pandemic (Art Market Report
2021; Brady, 2020, Schneider, 2020, March 16; Artnet
News, 2020, March 16).
According to the Art Market report 2021, 61% of
global art fairs planned for 2020 were canceled, and
only 37% managed to have live events, although in a
restricted format and with rescheduled dates. The
remaining 2% of fairs were held in an alternative way,
such as a smaller, modified live event, a hybrid art fair,
appointment-only fair in another venue, or some other
decentralized event held across different locations
within a city or internationally.
Although organizers of the events were trying
to implement creative and non-standard solutions,
the research has shown that most of those initiatives
were rather similar in nature. The table below presents
all the first-order categories and second-order themes
that have been formed out of these categories.
Representative quotations serve to illustrate the raw
material, out of which the categories were identified.
The most frequently identified themes are further
discussed in detail.

Second-Order Themes

Representative quotations

Online Viewing Rooms (OVR)

Digital Transformation

“Although the circumstances are quite
exceptional today, it can be a rewarding
experience, a kind of testing ground for
analyzing how digital technology can
be successful in the art market. Online
platforms could provide an additional
channel of audience engagement for fairs
and art galleries in the future”. (Pablo del
Val, Art Dubai art director)
“At least 75% of the conversations we are
having right now are brainstorms about
how best to present art online”. (Sam
Orlofsky, [former] director of Gagosian
Gallery)

New technologies:
VR, AR

Digital Transformation

“What is absent from current online fair
platforms is the ‘element of discovery’ that
wandering the aisles of a physical event
engenders. The ‘experience factor’ is what
makes fairs fun and, using video game
technology, Untitled, Art Online visitors will
be able to browse booths leisurely, or jump
directly to where they want to go on the
floor plan, rather than just clicking through
a couple of static pages”. (Jeffrey Lawson,
Untitled, Art Fair’s founder)
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Other online initiatives

Digital Transformation

“Still, my favourite digital solution so far has
been more old-school: an easy-to-navigate,
searchable PDF catalogue for April’s
Artmonte-carlo fair. It came complete with
breaks to get you away from your screen,
along with links to a classical music concert
and a recipe for a grapefruit and asparagus
starter, courtesy of a three-Michelin-star
chef. Some welcome reminders of the joys
of IRL”. (Melanie Gerlis, Art Market editor of
The Art Newspaper)

Online side events: conferences,
talks, performances

Digital Transformation

““Art Basel webinar was devoted to New
Gallery Collaborations During the Crisis.
On the Zoom panel were David Zwirner (in
his Montauk bedroom), Sadie Coles (with
guest appearances from her son and cat)
and Jeffrey Deitch (and his bookshelf),
moderated by Art Basel's global director
Marc Spiegler”. (Louisa Buck, British art
critic)

Adaptation of the artworks to a digital
context

Digital Transformation

“In the absence of the flesh-pressing,
glass-clinking fervour of real-life art fairs,
many artists are embracing the seclusion
of lockdown and readily adapting to the art
world’s newfound digital status, creating
works specifically with virtual fairs and
online viewing rooms in mind”. (Anny Shaw,
art journalist for The Art Newspaper)

De-centralization: gallery weekends,
different small locations around the
city

Place

“By concentrating on just a few days,
gallery weekends can recreate the
excitement and buzz of an art fair. The
increased footfall gives the feeling of a
popular event, better than the experience
of visiting an exhibition alone, in an
echoing white space. Meeting up with
like-minded people and discussing what
is on also reinforces the event’s interest
and relevance”. (Georgina Adam, journalist,
public speaker, art market expert)

New location specifically built for the
purpose

Place

“We have done some very aggressive
modelling on the basis of only having
300 people in there, but it could be more.
In terms of capacity, we will work with
whatever limit is imposed at that time”.
(Michael Benson, Photo London’s cofounder)

Longer duration of the art fairs

Time

“The extensive length of the event [NADA
Fair] —four weeks — also offers dealers
ample time to make sales …” (Margaret
Carrigan, Deputy Art Market Editor at The
Art Newspaper)

All-year-long events

Time

“In June 2020 Design Miami/ announced
Design Miami/ Shop after it was forced
to cancel its already-postponed Basel
edition, which will be accessible 365 days
a year and is open to galleries who have
exhibited with the fair previously”. (Margaret
Carrigan, Deputy Art Market Editor at The
Art Newspaper)
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Smaller events for local audience

Community Engagement

“I don’t think fairs are going away any time
soon, but I don’t know how many people
will be traveling for fairs soon. Postpandemic, I think we’ll see the cultural
landscape become much more spread
out across the US, away from the major
international cities, and I think buyers will
embrace localism”. (Margaret Carrigan,
Deputy Art Market Editor at The Art
Newspaper)

Focus on local galleries

Community Engagement

“This online initiative launches today with
81 of the city’s galleries large and small,
emerging and established, joining together
to promote engagement with a local and
international art audience. Every week
there is a rotating presentation of ten
gallery platforms along with one curated
project, with each gallery appearing on the
platform once every eight weeks. There’s
also an archive section devoted to LA’s rich
gallery history, with Deitch stressing that
the platform is not exclusive but open to
“every serious gallery in the city.” (Louisa
Buck, British art critic)

Collaboration with technological
companies

Collaboration and Partnership

“The event [NADA Fair] is produced
in partnership with the art-focused
technology company Artlogic, which is
donating its online viewing room platform
for Nada’s use”. (Margaret Carrigan, Deputy
Art Market Editor at The Art Newspaper)

Collaboration with online
Marketplace platforms

Collaboration and Partnership

“As part of its #ArtKeepsGoing initiative,
Artsy has also launched separate
collections of works dedicated to non-profit
institutions and others focused on galleries
and artists that were due to show at art fairs
that have been cancelled or postponed,
such as ArteBA. It will also host some MFA
graduate shows”. (Gabriella Angeleti, art
journalist for The Art Newspaper)

Collaborative Support Model

Collaboration and Partnership

“FAIR is NADA’s response to the current
situation, in line with our commitment to
supporting a global community of galleries
and artists. While many of these art spaces
have been temporarily closed to the public,
this new model provides an opportunity
to showcase the best of contemporary
art, while demonstrating our collaborative
spirit and fostering mutual support for one
another”. (Heather Hubbs, NADA executive
director)

TABLE 1. AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES OF THE ART FAIRS DURING
THE CONFINEMENT
Source: Authors’ own elaboration.
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(Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2013; Ancarani & Di Mauro,
2018; Hinings et al., 2018; Svahn et al., 2017).
Before 2020, a big part of the art fairs did not pay
enough attention to their digital strategies. The need
to engage with the audience and exhibitors during
the times of confinement has unsurprisingly turned
them in a way to digital transformation. According to
the engagement manager of DataArt, Doron Fagelson
(2020) this development directly reflected the slow
trend that had been noticed even before the COVID-19
pandemic: the digital transformation of the art trade in
general.
Besides the goal to get commercial viability, they
faced a serious challenge - to craft a virtual experience
in such a way that it can be engaging and socially
stimulating, although this experience is incomparable
to social interactions and dynamics in real life.
The discourse on the importance of rapid digital
transformation was especially widespread among
the gallery directors. Sam Orlofsky, [at that moment]
director of Gagosian Gallery claimed that starting
from March 2020 majority of the conversations were
brainstorming on what was the best way to present
art online (Orlofsky cited in Gerlis, 2020, May 5). At the
same time, the director of the homonymous gallery,
Thaddaeus Ropac, was initially not in favor of “going
online” (Ropac cited in Gerlis, 2020, May 5), thinking it
could be distractive. However, launching their Online
Viewing Room, he managed to embrace it, claiming to
have hundreds of people engaged from the first day
(Ropac cited by Gerlis, 2020, May 5).
Online Viewing Rooms (OVRs) were probably
the most widespread format for online art fairs.
According to the art portal Munchies Art Club, they
provide an exclusive look at the work of an artist in a
three-dimensional setting; they are globally accessible
allowing the art dealers and artists to present their
works to a large number of collectors and art lovers.
Unlike many other fairs, Art Basel has had a long
way towards digital transformation, launching its first
website back in 1995 (Bodick, 2014, June 17). They also
have been among the first ones to launch an online
alternative to their fair, when the spring edition of Art
Basel Hong Kong got canceled. Although it provided
visibility to the galleries and artists and guaranteed
free access to the wider audience, the marketplacelike display suggested that it was a commercial, rather
than a cultural experience. The abundance of the
content represented there was initially not curated and
was too numerous and exhausting to an unprepared
uneducated audience. However, despite the evident

Interestingly, five themes that emerged from the
thematic analysis broadly correspond with the strategic
areas of intervention for audience development,
elaborated by Bollo et al. (2017). Thus, digital
transformation, change of place, collaboration and
partnership became functional solutions for the art fairs
in times of crisis. However, it is important to mention
that categories within each theme can be varied, and
don’t imply the same approach for all the cultural
events. Thus, in the present case, digital transformation
included the implementation of new technologies, such
as virtual and augmented reality, the development of
online viewing rooms and alternative ways to present
the program online; organization of online side and
educational events, such as webinars, talks, and
presentations, as well as adaptation of these artworks
to a digital context. The need for a change of usual
locations was justified above all by the covid restrictions.
In some cases, external highly ventilated pavilions were
built to fulfill the sanitary requirements and to be able to
host an appropriate number of visitors. Another solution
was the organization of de-centered events around the
city (ZONAMACO in Mexico City) or even around the
region (CHART 2020, that simultaneously took place in
Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo, Reykjavík, and Stockholm).
Additionally, Borwick’s (2012) idea of creating
communities instead of audiences, and general
focus on the local communities has found its way in
a community engagement, promoted by the art fairs’
organizers during the times when international travel
was restricted.
Finally, based on the tendency of changing
the usual duration of the Art Fairs from five days/one
week to longer, sometimes “all-year-round” events
have emerged into the category of “Time”, giving more
options to the visitors and participants. This option was
successfully implemented especially in the online
format. Instead of short-term exhibitions, art fairs
offered different options and time slots to the visitors.
The analysis shows that not all the identified
strategies have had the same impact on the art fairs’
industry. Thus, only the most representative examples
are discussed in detail.

Digital Transformation
In general, the process of digitization and digital
transformation can be explained through the digital
organizational forms, digital infrastructure, and digital
activities which increase productivity and growth or
generate a competitive advantage for the organization
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disadvantages, the format was quickly appropriated
by the majority of the international art fairs, including
Frieze, Artissima, FIAC, and others (Carrigan, 2020,
March 31).
Acknowledging the not visitor-friendly format
of the OVRs, some of the fairs developed more
innovative digital initiatives, using, for example, Virtual
or Augmented Reality. To better the user experience,
Miami-based fair Untitled.art has launched an online
edition using VR technology. According to official
communication (Untitled.art, 2020), a platform used
video game technology to imitate the IRL art-fair feel
of the art fair’s aisles. Claiming that the majority of the
online art fairs were lacking an “element of discovery”
and the “experience factor”, the fair’s founder, Jeffrey
Lawson said that visitors of the Untitled.art VR would
be able to browse booths leisurely or jump directly to
where they want to go on the floor plan, “rather than
just clicking through a couple of static pages” (cited in
Carrigan, 2020, May 15).
Additionally, digital format was used to substitute
a wide range of side events and activities, typically
running together with the fairs. Starting from zoom
webinars and panel talks, continuing with specifically
made videos about artists, online performances, and
increased engagement through social media. (UBS Art
Market Report 2021).

Community Engagement
Although lately the key idea behind the art fairs
was to provide international visibility and to foster
globalization of art galleries (Quemin, 2008), during the
times when borders remained closed and international
traveling became a difficult challenge, art fairs’
organizers have focused their interest on local galleries
and audiences. According to the director of Art Cologne,
Daniel Hug (2020, May 18), precisely “local” galleries
and collectors from the surrounding regions can help
the art market to survive. This idea is shared by the
director of the Dallas Art Fair, Kelly Cornell: reflecting on
the potential future of the fair and collectors/audience,
she believes they would “embrace localism” (cited in
Carrigan, 2020, July 9).
To prove it, in July 2020 Dallas Art Fair had
launched Culture Place, Inc., a permanently working
website that hosted a rotating group of 44 Texas-based
galleries, to provide them visibility and to encourage
a local audience to buy from local galleries. (Carrigan,
2020, July 9).
Not only localism became the priority of

established art fairs, but it also has encouraged the
development of totally new projects. Thus, the Hong
Kong Art Gallery Association had launched a small
local art fair, Unscheduled, featuring 12 local galleries
(Movius, 2020, July 1). Despite the small dimension of
this event and impossibility to bring an international
audience, participating galleries remained extremely
satisfied, claiming that they have met new audience and
potential collectors at the fair (Arman Lam, the director
of Hanart TZ Gallery; Katie de Tilly, the 10 Chancery
Lane Gallery owner; Willem Molesworth, director of
de Sarthe Gallery Hong Kong, all cited in Movius, 2020,
July 1). This can be logically explained by two main
reasons: first, the inability to travel to big international
fairs, as well as their cancellation, has encouraged
big collectors to pay attention to the local initiatives
and events around them, typically ignored due to the
lack of time and oversaturation of the cultural agenda.
Second, the same limit of cultural offer has encouraged
non-attendees to explore a new type of cultural events,
coming to the art fairs for the first time.

Collaboration and Partnership
It is evident that during crisis times, it is
important to join forces and to work cooperatively and
collaboratively. In the case of the art fairs, it is possible
to witness some major directions of collaboration and
partnerships developed in the past year.
First, in the need for digital transformation, a
significant part of the art fairs has created their online
platforms in partnership with technology companies
and startups. Among the most representative examples
is the VR platform of the Untitled,art developed in
collaboration with the Danish art-and-tech startup
Artland (Carrigan, 2020, May 15). Another art-focused
technology company, Artlogic, has been working in
partnership with NADA Fair to develop a custom-made
online viewing room platform. It is interesting that in
this case, the company has donated the platform to
the exclusive use of the fair to contribute to its visibility
online (Carrigan, 2020, May 14).
Artlogic was not the only company that decided to
help the art fairs. As part of its #ArtKeepsGoing initiative,
the online art marketplace platform Artsy has launched
separate collections of works dedicated to shows and
art fairs that had been canceled or postponed, helping
to introduce their program to wider audiences.
In a less-evident way, a tendency for
collaboration can be noticed among the clusters of the
galleries, participating in the art fairs. Thus, organizing
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a gallery week, as an alternative to ZONAMACO
fair in Mexico-city, its founder, Zelika García has
emphasized the importance of a “spirit of collaboration
and strengthening of the connections with collectors,
professionals and the general public” (cited in Cassady,
2021, April 27). In the programming of the gallery week,
a partnership among the galleries became a central
theme, presenting programs of emerging galleries
in the spaces of well-established ones and fostering
joint exhibition projects and collaboration. Among
other benefits, this initiative has helped to diversify the
audience, bringing new visitors, especially from the
local communities, to re-invented exhibition spaces.
Despite the relative success of these initiatives
during the period of crisis, it remains questionable
whether they represent temporary solutions, or can be
perceived as “good practices”. Although the need for
the new art fair’s model has been actively discussed, it
is difficult to change a long-established concept with a
long historical tradition.

Searching for a Model of the Art Fair of
the Future
Starting from the times of confinement and
cancellation of the cultural events, through the period
of lightweight precaution measures, the art fairs’
organizers have been trying to reinvent a model of
the art fair functionally. Although a time of crisis was
fruitful for creative solutions, it is possible to predict
now that not all the proposed initiatives will remain in
the post-covid future. A deeper analysis of the opinion
of the key artworld’s players, supported by reviews and
commentary provided at the panel talks, and evidence
of the experience from the art fairs held in the second
half of 2021, helps to make predictions on what trends
are more likely to continue their development in the
future.
It is interesting to confront these audience
development tendencies with the key points of the
audience behavior and trends survey conducted in
June 2021 by the Audience Agency. According to it:
• Audiences are slowly showing the will to return,
with a continuing sense of risk to health and only
slow rises in engagement.
• There are already indications that audience
behavior will be different in the 'new-normal' after
the pandemic, particularly in relation to more
local attendance, greater digital engagement
(alongside, and in some cases replacing, live

attendance), and openness to changes in
event formats from significant minorities of
the population (The Audience Agency, 2021).
In terms of the art fairs, similar behavioral
patterns, that can predict future trends, can be
noticed. Acknowledging travel difficulties, both art fair
organizers and participating galleries acknowledge the
importance of community engagement and localization
of their initiatives. This does not apply, however, to the
choice of the exhibiting artists. On the contrary, the idea
behind it is to provide the platform to the local galleries,
to show their international offer of the artists to the local
audiences. It is diversification of the exhibition program
that can help to attract local audiences that previously
were not interested to attend the events.
Despite the short-term existence of the online
art fairs, this experience was enough for the audience
to proclaim a “digital fairtigue” (Gerlis, 2020, June
15), caused by oversaturation with online activities.
It became a popular topic at the dedicated webinars
and panel talks. Market observer and dealer Josh Baer
has even posted a #sorrynotsorry statement on his
newsletter: “I apologize—I looked at no-one’s online
viewing rooms” (cited in Gerlis, 2020, June 15), which
can serve as an illustration of the art world’s attitude
towards the growing number of online art fairs and
exhibitions. One year later, at the panel talk “Art Fairs
in the Times of Change”, held during the ARCOMadrid
2021, director of the art fair Artissima, Ilaria Bonacossa,
raised a question of outdated and “not-user-friendly”
display of most of the online fairs, suggesting that it is
something that needs to be improved in the future. It
shouldn’t be forgotten that contemporary art fairs are
widely based on the “experience nature” (Barragan,
2008: 67), which is impossible to recreate online.
It seems logical, that finding themselves in a
post-digital context, art fairs’ organizers should focus
on the in-real-life activities and human interaction as
an essential part of the art trade experience greatly
missed by the audience. Art journalist Georgina Adam
(2020, April 1) suggested that a break from the fairs and
reduction in their number would be beneficial in terms
of the visitors’ numbers: “after a long break, collectors
finally will be looking forward to attending, instead of
complaining about fairtigue”. Press releases of the major
art fairs of 2021 (ARCO, Art Basel, FIAC, Art Basel Miami
Beach) have shown that indeed, after a long absence,
people are coming back to the fairs and reports show
a steady growing number of visitors. However, it is too
early to proclaim the full recovery, as the number of
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visitors is still far from the pre-covid times. A significant
reduction in the number of international visitors is
especially noticeable. Thus, despite the global nature of
the art fairs, focusing on the local communities and local
public may be a long-term priority and a way to reinvent
their model. Perhaps in the current conditions, it is more
relevant to talk about glocalization (Roudometof, 2016)
rather than globalization of the art fairs.
However, it is also evident that digitization of
the art fairs will continue. According to the Art Market
Report 2021, digital initiatives appear to have had a
lasting impact on plans, with dealers planning to exhibit
at least one OVR in the following years. Undoubtedly,
online fairs provide an additional channel of audience
engagement and make access to them easier and
more convenient. Thus, even when it became possible
to organize in-real-life events, most of the art fairs
have been held in a hybrid virtual and physical form.
This provides choice to both galleries and audience,
to participate only online, in-real-life, or in both forms,
and helps to diversify the audience. Additionally, online
art fairs can serve as a supplement to the live events,
giving the audience a chance to get access to additional
information. Thus the latest hybrid art fairs of 2021 have
witnessed an increase of new young entrants, joining
the art fairs online and buying the artworks for the first
time (Gerlis, 2021, November 8).

Conclusions
The spread of Covid-19 and all the sequences that
followed has greatly damaged the cultural industry in
general and the art fairs’ industry in particular. The need
for the art fairs to reinvent their audience development
strategies applicable to the new circumstances became
crucial not only for the event organizers but also for
many representatives of the artworld. Although, at the
first glance it may seem, that the fairs were developing
unique creative solutions for their events, a closer
thematic analysis helped to establish five strategic
areas, around which these initiatives were developing,
namely digital transformation, place, time, community
engagement, collaboration and partnership.
However, not all these initiatives have had the
same degree of success among the audience and
exhibitors. It is important to remember, that art fairs have
always attracted a wider audience for their “experience”
nature (Barragan, 2008) and social aspect (Thornton,
2009), providing opportunities for networking and
social interaction. Therefore, it is impossible to base
their audience development strategies exclusively on

innovation and digitalization. In fact, until the last few
years, most of the art fairs’ organizers had been focused
on the development of in-real-life experiences and
strategies, rather than the development of digital ones.
Although during the lockdowns art fairs had to go online,
there is no doubt that the “post-covid” context will
continue to be human-oriented for the majority of the
fairs, as they are seeking to provide more experience,
engagement, and human connection greatly missed
during the time of confinement.
Analysis of the opinion of the representatives of
the art world, including art journalists, critics, art dealers,
and art fair’s organizers has shown that the hybrid form
of the fair seems to be the most appropriate solution,
which embraces the idea of the post-digital context:
focus on the human interaction, but at the same
time, preservation of the benefits brought by digital
transformation.
It is evident that the opportunity to personally see
the artworks, interact with galleries and artists, as well
as to attend collateral events around the city, cannot be
substituted by an online program. However, an online
alternative seems very useful, for those who are unable
to travel, but still want to participate and possibly even
buy the artworks. Through the last two years, the
online offer of the art fairs has been developing and
now includes personalized virtual tours around the
exhibition halls, video calls with the gallerists, and live
storytelling on social media aimed at the re-creation
of the art fairs’ atmosphere at least partially. Adjusting
in-real-life programs of the fairs to the needs of local
communities, and at the same time diversifying them
to be relevant for the international online audience, art
fairs are embracing glocalization as the first step to the
new art fair’s model.
Based on the qualitative thematic analysis of
the articles and interviews, this paper has provided
a comprehensive overview of the most widespread
audience-oriented activities implemented during the
lockdowns, selecting digital transformation (especially
in its hybrid form), and community engagement will be
the focus areas that will be most probably promoted
by the art fairs’ organizers in the near future. In its turn,
it opened a discussion on which of these activities
can contribute to the development of the new art fair
model, so needed in the industry.
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ABSTRACT

Sustainability

This paper analyzes how Incredible Edible Todmorden (IET), a community-led
project, operated notions of sustainability, through permaculture and urban farming,
to focus on community building and the impacts it had on education and local culture.
The research is informed by a framework encompassing Robin Hambleton’s notion
of place and place-based identity, as well as notions of sustainability, discourse, and
culture. The paper puts forth the argument that the discursive operationalization of
sustainability, framed as a process of directed change, can produce important effects
in community building, education, and local culture at a local level and suggests that
the application of the framework may also yield results in the study of other sectors.
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Introduction

The research is informed by Robin Hambleton’s
notion of place and place-based identity, which
proposes that places are symbolically constructed
by its inhabitants, and so, they become a reflection
of them, creating a link between place and identity.
The conceptual framework also encompasses
the definitions for sustainability, sustainability-led
discourse, and culture through which the case was
analyzed. These notions can help understand why
sustainability projects that target local needs can also
double as means for community building and as means
to promote local culture and education.
The conceptual framework is followed by an
overview of Todmorden and Incredible Edible, as well
as permaculture and urban farming. These background
sections are then followed by the case analysis, namely
the analysis of the impacts IET has had in terms of
community building, education and the promotion of
local culture through the use of a sustainability-led
discourse. The paper concludes by stating that the
mise en action of a sustainability-led discourse through
permaculture and urban farming or similar projects can
produce positive effects on the areas chosen for this
study and suggests that the framework explored here
can be applied to encompass a wider range of human
practices and structures.

The emergence of permaculture and urban
farming projects is contextualized within the realities of
post-industrial decay, the effects of the 2008 economic
crisis, and the threats posed by climate change.
Taking this into account, the analysis of urban farming
and permaculture projects can focus on assessing
the improvement in food security and overall living
conditions due to economic renewals and shifts in
consumption cycles brought about by these projects.
These, however, are not the only positive impacts. In
fact, as the case of Todmorden, a small post-industrial
town in North West England, shows, community-led
urban farming and permaculture projects can also
serve as means for a broader reworking of the locality,
having an effect on community building, education and
local culture.
The objective of this research was to analyze
how Todmorden’s community-led project, called
Incredible Edible Todmorden (IET), operated notions of
sustainability, through permaculture and urban farming,
to focus on the bringing together of the community
and the impacts it had on education and local culture.
This was done, first, through the analysis of documents
belonging to IET in order to identify the ways in which
sustainability has been used within their discourse and,
second, through the revision of an evaluation report on
the impacts of IET to establish a connection between
the effects the project has had in Todmorden and the
way its discourse has been operationalized.

Methodology
The analysis was carried out in two main parts.
The first to determine the ways in which a sustainability

Codename

Document title &
author

Type of document

Date

D1

“Incredible Edible
pamphlet. INCREDIBLE:
HOW ONE TOWN
PROVED CHANGE IS
POSSIBLE”, IET

Pamphlet (Online)

Posted May 23, 2011.

D2

“How we can eat our
landscapes”, Pam
Warhurst

TEDTalk (Online)

May 2012.

D3

“IET Newsletter November
2014”, IET

Newsletter (Online)

D4

“Incredible North. Growing
health, wealth and
happiness for all”, IET

Presentation document
(Online)

Posted May 27, 2016

D5

“Annual Report and
Financial Statements for
the period 27th October
2015 to 30th September
2016”, IET2014”, IET

Report (Online)

Posted November 19, 2016

TABLE 1. DOCUMENTS
Source: Michelle Brener M.
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discourse has been employed by IET and the second
to analyze the impacts IET has had in Todmorden.
This is followed by a discussion that examines the
conjunctions between the two parts in order to show
that, through a sustainability-led discourse, IET has
impacted the locality in terms of community-building,
education, and the promotion of local culture.
The first part consisted in applying discourse
analysis to a sample of four documents published by IET
in their website1 and a TEDTalk given by Pam Warhurst,
co-founder of the project, at the TEDSalon in May, 2012,
all of which are enlisted below. The documents were
selected taking into account the amount of content
(many documents in the site are very short), and the
nature of the content (many documents address very
specific events that are not useful for this research). The
selection also contemplated having different kinds of
documents to gain a clearer perspective on their use
of discourse.
The objective was to identify the ways in which IET
includes notions of sustainability within their discourse:
directly or indirectly, on a scale of importance given to
sustainability in the accomplishment of their objectives,
and the registers and discursive devices they employ

Mode or Degree

Category
1. Appearance of
the term in the
discourse (whether
IET recognizes
sustainability as an
entity within their own
discourse)

to reference sustainability. These three categories were
designed to identify the inclusion of sustainability in the
documents, each with its set of classifications. The logic
for these categories was inspired by Dryzek’s (2005)
elements for the analysis of discourses: basic entities
recognized or constructed; assumptions about natural
relationships, agents and their motives, key metaphors
and other rhetorical devices. His approach allows to
stress the link between the environment and discourse,
particularly on how actors can “sponsor discourses
of environmental concern conductive to their own
interests” (p.13); in this case, how IET has employed the
environment (through the notion of sustainability) within
their discourse as a means to tackle issues related to
community-building and its impact on education and
local culture. Here, the categories have been adapted
to focus on sustainability as the central category
of analysis and not just as a type of discourse within
the broader range of environmentalist discourses,
which would follow Dryzek’s work more closely (p.16)
but which might prove confusing for this research’s
purpose.
With this in mind, Table 2 shows the description
of each category and the relation it holds with Dryzek’s
Relation to Dryzek’s original
elements

a. Direct mentions (DM): when the terms sustainability,
sustainable, sustainable development are directly employed.
b. Indirect mentions (IM): when the terms sustainability,
sustainable, sustainable development are not directly used but
elements of its definition or application are employed.

Basic entities recognized or
constructed

c. No mentions (NM): neither the direct term nor elements of its
definition or application are employed.
2. Scale of
importance
(how the notion of
sustainability relates
naturally to the IET
project as presented
discursively)

a. High (H): sustainability, whether mentioned directly or
indirectly, is considered a key element in the accomplishment
of the project’s objectives. The objectives are tied to
sustainability.

Assumptions about natural
relationships

b. Medium (M): sustainability, whether mentioned directly
or indirectly, is considered relevant but not crucial to the
accomplishment of the project’s objectives. The objectives are
not exclusively tied to sustainability.
c. Low (L): sustainability, whether mentioned directly or
indirectly, is not considered relevant in the accomplishment of
the project’s objectives.

3. Discursive devices
(how the discourse is
constructed to cater to
IET’s target audience)

This category considers the use of rhetorical language and
discursive devices to describe the overall construction of the
documents.

Key metaphors and other
rhetorical devices

TABLE 2. DESCRIPTION OF CATEGORIES
Source: Michelle Brener M.
1

All four documents are available at Incredible Edible Todmoren: https://www.incredible-edible-todmorden.co.uk
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Category 1: Appearance of the term

Relevant instances

DM (DIRECT MENTION)

EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT

IM (INDIRECT MENTION)

EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT

NM (NO MENTION)

EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT

Category 2: Scale of importance

Relevant instances

H (HIGH)

EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT

M (MEDIUM)

EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT

L (LOW)

EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT

Category 3: Discursive devices and rhetorical language
SPECIFIC KIND OF RHETORICAL FIGURES AND DISCURSIVE DEVICES
EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT
EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT
EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT

TABLE 3. DOCUMENT CATEGORIZATION AND CLASSIFICATION
Source: Michelle Brener M.

elements, while Table 3 shows the way in which each
document was categorized and classified for analysis.
The second part consisted in reviewing a
document titled “Propagating Success? The Incredible
Edible Model Final Report”, a report commissioned by
IET. The research was conducted by Dr. Adrian Morley
(Manchester Metropolitan University), Dr. Alan Farrier
(University of Central Lancashire), and Professor Mark
Dooris (University of Central Lancashire), and published
in July 2017. The data contained in this document is
highly valuable given that the research was carried out
in situ, using a mixed-method approach that included,
among others: community surveys, volunteer surveys,
semi-structured one-to-one interviews, and focus
groups to samples of key stakeholders in the town,
some members of IET and others belonging to the
community, business, and learning sectors. The report
assesses the social, economic, and environmental
impacts IET has had in Todmorden in terms of
community, learning, and business (the project’s three
spheres of action), which falls within the scope of what
this paper set out to study.
Due to resource constraints at the moment
this research began to be carried out, the choice was
made to use existing data to assess the impacts the IET

project has had with regards to community-building,
education, and the promotion of local culture and
whether the sustainability-led discourse employed
by IET was reflected in the perceptions of community
members regarding said impact. Primary data is, of
course, needed to complement the findings of this stage
of the research. However, a preliminary approach to the
impacts of the project in the three spheres mentioned
was necessary to assess the operationalization of IET’s
discourse and the “Propagating Success?” evaluation
report proved most useful given its scope, methods,
and timeframe.

Sustainability, Discourse, Culture &
Place: A Conceptual Framework
This section presents the conceptual framework
that has guided the research, namely the definitions
of sustainability and culture that have been used and
the ways in which they are linked, what is meant by
sustainability-led discourse, and Robin Hambleton’s
notion of place and place-based identity.
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Sustainability
Two of the main issues when it comes to defining
sustainability are ambiguity and instrumentalization.
Ever since the definition produced by the 1987
Brundtland Report of sustainable development as
“development which meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs,” (WCED, 1987: 43) the term has
been instrumentalized by numerous actors to fit their
needs and purposes (Johnston et al, 2007; Isar, 2017;
De Beukelaer & Freitas, 2015) and misused to the point
where it is “almost devoid of meaning” (Hambleton,
2014:16). Moreover, it has tied the notion of sustainability
almost inextricably to that of development, which in
itself is problematic given that it, too, is polysemic (Isar,
2017) and subject to vested interests.
Johnston et al (2007) suggest using the four
2
TNS System Conditions coined by Karl-Henrik Robèrt
(Robèrt et al, 2002 in Johnston et al, 2007: 62) as guiding
principles in defining sustainability:
In the sustainable society, nature is not subject to
systematically increasing...
1. ... concentrations of substances extracted from
the Earth's crust
2. ... concentrations of substances produced by
society
3. ... degradation by physical means and
4. people are not subject to conditions that
systematically undermine their capacity to meet
their needs
According to them, this is a definition that
includes both the biosphere and human societies and
it can be subject to operationalization and governance
through precautionary ethics, meaning that the coexistence between humans and the natural world,
so often problematic, must be defined and guided
by “a new understanding of what is 'right' and what
is demonstrably 'wrong' with respect to policy,
technology and economic instruments brought to
bear on the environment.” (Johnston et al, 2007) This
series of principles, they argue, draw on the Brundtland
Report’s original definition providing scientific backing
to the notion of sustainability so that it can be the one to
guide development (or any other issue for that matter)
and not the other way around.
This is backed by Dessein et al (2015) who
argue that the disassociation of sustainability from
development suggests that the former could be a term
2
3

with “a more reaching set of objectives and values, one
that can support de-growth and no growth agendas as
well as growth, one that might have social equity and
justice not economic prosperity as its goal.” (Dessein et
al, 2015: 23) This does not mean that economic factors
must be left aside but it does imply that sustainability
surpasses the economic and, therefore, is harder to coopt by certain connotations of the term development,
bringing us back to the TNS System Conditions and its
ethical concerns.

Sustainability-led discourse
Now, in spite of the efforts above to define
sustainability, it is important to note that the entire
discussion on the meaning of the concept is framed
within discourse (Hugé et al, 2013). The very concept
of discourse is also subject to a wide array of
conceptualizations; however, given that space is
limited, it is not possible to dive into a full discussion on
the matter, so I will frame these concepts as they are
understood and employed in the upcoming analysis.
According to Hugé et al (2013), “[d]iscourses
are structured ways of representation that evoke
particular understandings and may subsequently
enable particular types of actions to be envisaged.”
(p.188) They also draw on Hajer’s (1995) definition:
‘‘discourse is (...) a specific ensemble of ideas, concepts
and categorizations that are produced, reproduced
and transformed in a particular set of practices and
through which meaning is given to physical and social
realities.’’ (p.188) Both of these definitions are relevant
precisely because they highlight the link between what
is being discussed, in this case sustainability, and, very
importantly, the actions that derive from such content; in
their words, the social practices. Of particular relevance
to this paper is the argument that it is possible, through
discourse analysis, to expose the manner “in which
responses to sustainability challenges are reflected
in ideas about the respective responsibilities of
government and citizens” (Hugé et al, 2013: 189).
So within the multiplicity of meanings attached
to sustainability, its meta-discourse (Hugé et al, 2013),
there are different sub-discourses that emerge. Hugé
et al (2013:190) propose a synthesized typology of three
sustainability3 discourses:
1. Sustainability as the pragmatic integration of
development and environmental goals
2. Sustainability as limits
3. Sustainability as a process of directed change.

Short for “The Natural Step Framework”
The authors use the terms sustainable development and sustainability interchangeably.
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It is the third one that applies to this case, as
it will be shown in the analysis. This sub-discourse
understands sustainability as a process of change
where conventional notions and practices are
challenged; it refutes the “business as usual” approach
by emphasizing the need for human lifestyles and
practices to change, including the socio-economic
structure (Hugé et al, 2013). “Sustainable development
requires social transformation processes or ‘transitions’
(Rotmans et al. 2001) that can be realised through
new types of learning and management practices
(networking, interactive governance).” (Hugé et al,
2013:192).
The intersection of the TNS System Conditions
and the sub-discourse of sustainability as a process of
directed change can offer a definition of sustainability as
a process of transformation of lifestyles and practices
that leads away from the degradation of nature and
the increasing concentration of extracted resources
from the Earth and of substances produced by society,
and where people are not subjected to conditions
that systematically undermine their capacity to meet
their needs. When such a discourse that harnesses
this understanding of sustainability is constructed and
put into action, it can impact on a series of different
spheres and practices in any given locality, as will be
seen through the work of Robin Hambleton and the
case of IET.

elements in the way of life (...): the organisation
of production, the structure of the family,
the structure of institutions which express or
govern social relationships, the characteristic
forms through which members of the society
communicate.
Certainly, this does not reduce the validity of
other definitions nor other elements associated with
culture, such as arts and heritage (UNESCO, 1982,
UNESCO, 2005); it simply seeks to outline a wider
understanding of the concept. This definition of culture
as a way of life was chosen because it can be more
closely linked to a sustainability-led discourse4. In their
critique to the 2005 Convention on Cultural Diversity
regarding the relationship between cultural diversity
and sustainable development, De Beukelaer & Freitas
(2015) argue that a reductionist view of culture that
does not contemplate it also as a way of life has
limited potential for transformative action. This is
related to the same issue discussed above regarding
the instrumentalization of sustainability in the sense
that, in discussions regarding the relationship between
sustainable development and culture, the focus
on culture tends to be on the cultural industry (De
Beukelaer & Freitas, 2015; Isar, 2017)5 which makes
it subject to utilitarian conceptions (De Beukelaer &
Freitas, 2015) and prey to sectorial interests. When
speaking of promotion of local culture in this case study,
it is to be understood as the promotion of Todmorden’s
particular way of life (as perceived by its inhabitants).
By understanding culture as a way of life and
sustainability as a process of directed change, where
conventional practices are challenged and human
lifestyles are encouraged to change, then both the
conceptual and the practical link between the two
becomes evident. The shift towards sustainability
requires a shift in our ways of life, our culture. A shift
that can be integrated into the values and structures
of each group (or which can highlight those values
and structures already prone to foster sustainability)
and, therefore, operated in ways that will make

Culture
As with sustainability, or perhaps even more
so, culture is a concept that has been worked on
extensively from different fields of study. The concept
as it is used in this paper refers to culture as a way of
life, much in the manner that Raymond Williams (2011)
defined it:
The analysis of culture (...) is the clarification of
the meanings and values implicit and explicit
in a particular way of life, a particular culture.
Such analysis (...) will also include analysis of

4
In the explorations of the culture-sustainability interface presented by Soini & Dessein (2016), of the three representations of culture in
sustainable development, perhaps the closest to the way the relationship is conceived here is the second representation, “culture for
sustainability”, especially in how culture plays a mediating role, is a resource, to achieve other forms of sustainable development (p.3).
The issue with the way the interaction is framed in their work and the overall discussion on the matter that has led them to propose this
theoretical framework is that it contemplates how culture acts on sustainability and not how sustainability, framed within a discourse, can act
on culture-as-a-way-of-life (or community building or education, for that matter), which is what is being studied here.
5
The relationship between culture and sustainability can point to numerous debates and conceptualizations, like those proposed by the
discussion on cultural ecosystems and ecology of culture that address the interactions of culture with its environment and the impact the
creation of these networks can have socially or economically in the communities involved at varying scales (see the 2015 CHCfE report or,
in a more specific case study of the Po Delta in Italy, Borin and Donato, 2016); however, these approaches tend to focus more particularly on
the cultural sector and, therefore, on creative industries, the arts or heritage and, while the environmental metaphor (ecosystems, ecology)
fits in well with the underlying philosophy of IET, as it does with permaculture, for example, IET as such does not target the cultural sector.
Its impact on local culture needs to be framed within the broader understanding of culture (Soini & Dessein, 2016) as a way of life (Williams,
2011); this does not mean that their activities could not encompass the cultural sector but it has not been the case yet.
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sense for them. As De Beukelaer & Freitas (2015)
propose: “sustainable development can be seen as
transformative (…) not [as] a universal blueprint, but
rooted in cultural contexts” (p. 203). This is precisely the
effect that will be analyzed with regards to IET’s use of
sustainability within their discourse and the promotion
of local culture.

Notion of place and place-based identity
Both the notions of place and place-based
identity as are understood and applied in this paper
stem from the work of Robin Hambleton (2014). He
defines place as “somewhere somebody cares about”
(Hambleton, 2014: 83) encompassing several ideas, the
first of which is that people assign meaning to places.
For many people, this meaning is loaded with “a sense
of attachment to their city and/or their ‘home area', in
some cases a strong sense of attachment, and it often
forms part of their identity.” (Hambleton, 2014: 84) This is
what Hambleton calls place-based identity.
This identity is constructed on the basis that the
place a person lives in greatly shapes the way they
see and relate to the world. In other words, places are
important because they are constructed by people
(Castello, 2010 in Hambleton, 2014:82) in the sense that
they are more than simple geographical spaces; they
reflect the communities that inhabit them. “The place
could not be separated from people who make places
and invest meanings in them.” (Ujang & Zakariya, 2015:
710)
Moreover, Hambleton stresses the importance
that leadership has in generating change within the
framework of what he calls New Civic Leadership, a
model that shifts towards the inclusion of other sectors
besides the state in decision-making processes, such
as civil society, and where a local sense of identity is key
to the creation of solutions (Hambleton, 2014). These
place-based leaders are “those exercising decisionmaking power [who] have a concern for the communities
living in a particular place” (Hambleton, 2014:109) and
who operate in the public, private, and community/
voluntary sectors at different geographical levels.
Thus, community leaders under the place perspective
are those members of the community interested
in contributing to their localities in a wide variety of
activities; they are independent from government
and voluntarily engaged (Hambleton, 2014). It is my
contention that the community leadership embodied
by Incredible Edible fits into this model, given that
the project was born out of the direct involvement of

citizens with their place and who, in turn, promoted the
inclusion of their fellow citizens in the transformation.
The birth of Incredible Edible cannot be separated from
Todmorden, and can therefore be studied as placebased.
Finally, a lot of research has been done regarding the
need to integrate the urban and natural spheres, from
Green Theory and ecocentrism (Barry, 2014; Eckersley,
2013) to resilience (Wilkinson, 2012) and biophilic cities
(Beatley, 2011). Hambleton (2014) follows these lines
and calls for such an integration when studying place
since it can be positively reflected in place-based
loyalty, understood as the emotional attachment and
commitment to a locality. The latter is relevant because
“place-based loyalty and commitment can provide a
particularly important contribution to the achievement
of the environmental objectives of local governance”
(Hambleton, 2014: 72). This means that there is a strong
connection between the attachment to one’s place and
the way environmental issues are approached, which, in
turn, might suggest that a strong sense of place-based
loyalty and place-based identity can also be linked to
culture and notions of sustainability.

Introducing the Incredible Edible
Town of Todmorden
Located about 27km north of Manchester
in the Upper Calderdale Valley in West Yorkshire,
Todmorden is a small English town with a population
of approximately 15,500 people and an area of 51.7
km2 (Office for National Statistics, 2011); in other words,
0.02% of England’s population and 0.05% of its area. In
terms of economic activity, in 2011, the majority of the
7,310 economically active people worked in education
(927 people); human health and social work activities
(1063 people); wholesale, retail trade and motor vehicle
repair (975 people); manufacturing (1048 people);
and construction (636 people). Only 51 worked in the
agriculture, forestry, and finishing sector (Office for
National Statistics, 2011).
Historically, Todmorden lived off a textile industry
that has virtually disappeared in the post-industrial
world, leaving a lot of underutilized land and positioning
the town in the top 10 most deprived communities
in the North West of England (Thompson, 2012). The
junction of land availability and deprivation was the
perfect scenario for the creation of Incredible Edible
Todmorden, a project started by Pam Warhurst, Mary
Clear and Estelle Brown.
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It all began in 2007 with the guerrilla planting of
herbs, fruit trees and vegetable plants in any crevice
or piece of land they could find (Thompson, 2012)
with the purpose of catching people’s attention and
getting them involved in their local food growth project.
Pam Warhust and her team called this sort of actions
“propaganda planting”, in the sense that it encouraged
“storytelling about what was happening and what
might be possible. [It was] a twin approach of direct
action and communicating a vision and purpose”
(Thompson, 2012). This vision and purpose was that of
seeking a safer, greener and kinder future for the next
generations (Warhurst & Dobson, 2014).
They expressly avoided involving the local
authorities at first because the aim of the project was to
get citizens involved in their own communities without
the pressures and commitments associated with
politics and bureaucracy. Inclusiveness and community
involvement are the main reasons why Incredible
Edible started working with food. “Our project is all
about finding the lowest common denominator, which
is food, and then speaking in a language that everyone
can understand,” Pam Warhurst said in an interview
published by Independent (Moorhead, 2009). They
are not interested in growing food- that is the excuse,
the vehicle. The real objective is growing as a resilient
community. A community of kind people, who model
kindness, and who collaborate and share resources (M.
Clear, phone interview, July 30, 2019).
So, through food, they began to knit the
community closer together. Their model is based
on “three spinning plates”: community, learning, and
business. The community plate contemplates growing
food in public spaces that people can take for free
(Morley, Farrier & Dooris, 2017), changing “how we live
our everyday lives together” (Warhurst & Dobson, 2014:
27); the learning plate includes offering training and
informal education “both in school and out” (Warhurst &
Dobson, 2014: 27); and through the business plate “IET
aspires to strengthen the local economy, creating a
clear ‘brand’ that can be adopted by local businesses.”
(Morley, Farrier & Dooris, 2017: 8). A place needs all three
plates “spinning” together in order to thrive (Warhurst &
Dobson, 2014).
Today, there are numerous, herb, vegetable and
fruit patches around the town –in public parks, schools,
in front of the police station, outside city hall, and even
in the local graveyard- where people can freely take
whatever they need. There are also foraging, farming,
and cooking courses, and what they call “vegetable
tourism”, people from all over the world that come to

Todmorden to see what IET has done (Warhurst, 2012).
Its success has led them to expand, setting up a
limited company (Incredible Edible Ltd.), an Incredible
Edible Farm, and Incredible Edible Network to support
other groups, an AquaGarden that functions as an
educational resource, and Incredible North, an initiative
to reach other areas in the north of England (Morley,
Farrier & Dooris, 2017).

The Role of Permaculture and Urban Farming
Although Incredible Edible was built upon its
founders’ decision to simply act (Warhurst & Dobson,
2014), its underlying ideas are part of a broader
movement that is taking hold in many places, that of
permaculture and urban farming.
The term permaculture was coined in the 1970s
by Mollison and Holmgren, who joined the words
“permanent” and “agriculture” (Pèzres, 2010) to create
a system that could benefit all life forms, especially
human beings, by providing “a sustainable and secure
place for living things on this earth (Mollison, 1988 in
Hathaway, 2015). In practice, permaculture is applied
to the process through which humans create habitats
that mimic the natural world, both in patterns and
relationships (Hathaway, 2015). It fuels sustainability in
the sense that its focus is on the relationships between
the elements that make up an ecosystem and the way
they work together as a whole.
In the agronomy sector, permaculture is evident
in the design of forest gardens where trees, shrubs
and other plants are mixed in such a way that they
mimic the natural order found in a forest. This allows
for better resource management seeing as every living
creature has its purpose, thus reducing water usage,
optimizing the role of sunlight, and rendering the use of
harmful pesticides unnecessary. It is important to state,
however, that even if permaculture is mostly known for
its application in fields like agroecology, as seen with
forest gardens, it can be applied anywhere human
inventiveness is employed (Hathaway, 2015). The term
has evolved to signify a culture in and of itself, where
even urban environments can be designed to function
as ecologically as possible. Applied to Incredible Edible,
permaculture can be seen in the way every productive
element in the town (farms, dairies, vegetable patches,
shops) can be part of the food production chain;
everything works as part of a whole that benefits the
entire community. It is also evident in the way space
is used. By planting fruits and vegetables in unused,
empty places the community is benefiting not only
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from the access to produce but also from betterlooking public spaces. In this sense, permaculture can
be applied in almost every case where the different
elements in a town, city or garden combine to form a
wholesome and functioning system.
The other movement present in Todmorden and
closely related to permaculture is urban farming. The
term urban farming or urban agriculture is defined as “the
growing, processing, and distribution of food and other
products through intensive plant cultivation and animal
husbandry in and around cities” (Urban Agriculture
Committee of the CFSC, 2003 in Tornaghi, 2014); in
other words, it is the transference of the farming system
to the urban context. Currently, with the rising concerns
regarding population growth and climate change, urban
farming represents a sustainable, community-oriented
solution to the problem of food supply in cities, seeing
as transportation needs and costs are low, the use of
heavy machinery is avoided, and citizen involvement in
the farming projects contributes to the improvement
of community relations. The latter translates to less
pollution, the optimization of resources, and the
strengthening of social ties as opposed to the more
traditional models of industrial agriculture and mass
consumption.

Analysis
The data for each of the four analyzed documents
and the TEDTalk was collected and catalogued in a
table (see Table 3). Each classification is illustrated by
an extract from the text. Space constraints do not allow
for the tables to be included here (but they are available
in the Annex), so a recapitulation of the most relevant
findings is presented below. Afterwards, the findings
for the second part of the analysis will be presented,
followed by a discussion.

Sustainability-led discourse: findings
Overall, the analysis shows consistency
throughout the documents and the video. Regarding
Category 1, Appearance of the term, the great majority
of mentions6, are indirect (IM) with phrasing such as
“ensuring a secure future”, “securing a better legacy”
in D1; “building resilience”, “responding creatively
(...) to what Rio demanded”, “new way of living” in
D2; “a kinder form of prosperity” in D4; “protecting
and enhancing local biodiversity”, “supporting local
6

businesses to source food locally and reduce food
miles”, “encouraging reuse, upcycling and repurposing
of goods and thereby reduce landfill” in D5. On the other
hand, direct mentions included “Pam could see that
ideas like (...) sustainability sounded more like academic
concepts than something people could engage with in
their everyday lives.” in D1; “building on this sustainable
success” and “creating a sustainable future for all” in
D4. This extract from D1 sheds light as to why indirect
mentions predominate: as it will be seen further along,
IET prefers to avoid technical or “academic concepts”,
favoring colloquial language or circumventions, so as
not to push people away and be consistent in their
inclusiveness.
The extracts shown above share notions
of needing a better future, change (doing things
differently or finding new ways of doing things), and
locality (protecting and supporting that which is local),
all of them constants throughout the discourse as will
be seen shortly. D3 had no mentions, either direct or
indirect, of sustainability; this can be explained due to
the fact that it is a newsletter which focused on specific
events that had taken place during the months it
covered.
The data for Category 2, Scale of importance,
shows an important link between the project’s
objectives and sustainability, even if the term was not
always directly addressed. In D1, classified as High:
“But this isn’t just about self-sufficiency. What is being
achieved is far bigger. Through the shared language of
food, the people of a small market town (...) are engaging
in the biggest challenge facing the human race: how
to ensure a secure future for the planet”, “The simple,
shared language of food is uniting the community in its
efforts to create a kinder, greener world in and around
their town”, “It’s about finding better ways to live that
create opportunities for the future and avoid harm to
our environment.” In D2, classified as High: “If we want
to inspire the farmers of tomorrow, then please let us
say to every school, create a sense of purpose around
the importance to the environment, local food and
soils.” In D3, classified as Medium: “It calls on each and
every one of us, in times of crisis, and here they are
discussing the global environmental crisis, to stand up
and be counted (...) That, in or [sic] own, and many varied
ways, is what IE is all about.” In D4, classified as High:
“Incredible North goes way beyond growing and eating
locally produced food (although that’s really important
to us). It’s also about creating a sustainable future for

Extracts have been edited for brevity and grammatical uniformity. Not every extract was included given space constraints.
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shops and markets open and thriving, creating a
distinctive town rather than a clone town”. In D2: “ (...) to
build a different and a kinder future” In D4 “encouraging
ordinary individuals to transform disused plots into rich
sources of healthy food.” In D5: “ (...) “between all of this
and magic we are able to achieve what we want”, “We
have shopkeepers, café owners (...) Weavers of magic”,
“Kindness will carry us through any difficulties”, and
“Kindness keeps us going, kindness has been shown to
us in buckets.”
The data from all five documents show that IET
has constructed their discourse with sustainability at
its center. This is not done directly but rather through
the use of terms and formulations that allude to
sustainability but that can be perceived as less
technical yet more appealing to Todmorden residents.
By opposing bleakness to richness, and powerlessness
and victimhood to empowerment, IET presents its
sustainability-led initiative as an answer to Todmorden’s
issues in which everybody is encouraged to contribute.
This strengthens attachment to place and community
building.

everyone”. And in D5, classified as High: “Protecting
and enhancing local biodiversity”, “Encouraging and
supporting local businesses to source food locally and
reduce food miles”, “Encouraging reuse, upcycling and
repurposing of goods and thereby reduce landfill.”
As it can be observed, the extracts show that
sustainability is a key element in IET’s objectives;
according to the documents, the purpose of IET and
their network is to use what they call the language of
food or the story of food to work towards a future that
takes into account social and environmental wellbeing.
Again, the writing circumvents around the direct word
but the link is apparent enough.
As for Category 3, Discursive devices and
rhetorical language, the data shows a consistent use
of simplified and colloquial language: “stop passing the
buck and waiting for someone else to save the world”
and “And it’s a story of having a lot of fun in the process”
in D1; “Now, none of this is rocket science”, “We've got
a real show there, we've got some action theater” in D2;
and “As they put it ‘go down to the forum’” and “Well
knock me down with a feather” in D3. This is consistent
with their informal approach (the same that avoids
“academic concepts”), seeing as what they want is to
involve entire communities and, by employing this type
of language, they make sure its appeal is universal. As
Pam Warhurst says in her TEDTalk: “We are not daunted
by the sophisticated arguments.”
Furthermore, there are several allusions to
victimhood, powerlessness and to overcoming them
through food growing, which as has been said, is the
vehicle to get people interested in working towards a
sustainable future. “Could growing food be the catalyst
to stop us thinking like disempowered victims and start
taking responsibility for our own futures?” (D1), “We are
starting, at last, to believe in ourselves again, and to
believe in our capacity, each and every one of us, to build
a different and a kinder future, and in my book, that's
incredible.” (D2), “The sense of not being powerless
starts with that first step.” (D3), and “We’re starting to
believe in ourselves again and in our capacity to shape
an alternative, kinder future.” (D4). These allusions can
be related to Todmorden’s state of deprivation and the
role IET has played in fighting it as well as how projects
like this can help lift the hopelessness brought about
by climate change and environmental issues.
On a similar note, words like “unloved”, “disused”
(D4), and “clone” (D1) are used to describe the land
and town, which are at the same time opposed by
“kindness”, “richness”, “thriving· and “magic”. In D1:
“Incredible Edible can help keep independent local

IET’s impact on community building,
education, and the promotion of local culture:
findings
The second part of the analysis is based on the
revision of “Propagating Success? The Incredible Edible
Model Final Report” (Morley, Farrier & Dooris, 2017). The
data collected in this report was quite useful to assess
the impacts IET has had in Todmorden. The focus of
this section will be its findings regarding community
building, education and the promotion of local culture
and whether the sustainability-led discourse employed
by IET and analyzed above has permeated in survey
respondents and interviewees.
In terms of community, Morley, Farrier & Dooris
(2017) report that “IET made an immediate and visible
impact on the use of space in Todmorden” (p.20). These
spaces include the old Health Center, the police and
trains stations, a care home, schools, and outdoor
spaces like the now-called Pollination Street. This
focus on public space has “begun to change people’s
perception of their locality and relationship to their local
environment, creating a greater sense of ownership
and positivity” (p. 20). The data from the community
surveys also suggest that IET has infused residents with
a sense of pride (including pride to belong to IET) and
a new sense of community, developing connections
within the community that might not have taken place
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otherwise; for example, when the town flooded in
2012 and 2015 and people came together to provide
assistance to others, actions where IET had influence
(p. 22). Furthermore, “the notion that IET had brought
people together for the shared purpose of improving
the local community permeated both the one-to-one
interviews and focus groups.” (p.21) There has also
been a perceived reduction in vandalism, on which one
survey respondent commented that it might not be
attributable entirely to IET but it could be attributed to
this sense of ownership of place that has permeated in
the community (p.22).
As for education, the authors report that IET has
had an apparently stronger impact on young children,
who have developed an interest in growing and
gardening as well as on the provenance of food, nature
and the environment (p. 26). Intergenerational work
has also helped strengthen the efforts by encouraging
parents and children to learn together about food
growing and cooking (p.28) and the AquaGarden
and Incredible Farm have contributed importantly as
centers of didactic and informal training, respectively
(p. 29). For instance, the AquaGarden has received
children from local schools, from reception to year six,
for lessons that had been woven into the curriculum (p.
29).
The impact on local culture can be seen in an
enhanced sense of local distinctiveness and awareness
attributable to the changes brought about by IET
culture (p.22), with a survey respondent highlighting
that Todmorden has differentiated itself from other
northern towns (p.22), and another stating that the
awareness of the value of buying locally-sourced food
was already culturally present in Todmorden but that
IET made people even more aware (p.25). The data in
the report also indicates IET’s approach has “resonated
with Todmorden’s residents, reflecting its particular
history and culture, and galvanising deep and sustained
community action in the town” (p. 69).
On another note, even though the views on IET’s
impact in the community have been overwhelmingly
positive (p. 63), the report shows that the project has
faced some challenges. These are basically articulated
in dissenting views from some members of the
community, especially older and long-term residents.
Some have shown a degree of resistance to change;
some have questioned IET’s underlying motivations,
in particular after the project began to gain massive
media coverage due to the high degree of exposure
and because the organization could not always keep
7

up with what was being reported (p. 41). There have also
been tensions with stallholders from the local market
who have felt threatened by IET’s offer of free food,
either via propaganda gardening or during planned
events, or who perceive that IET is not bringing much
trade to the market during the visitor tours (p.42). Fear
of gentrification is also an important issue discussed in
the report. Some residents have expressed concern
regarding Todmorden’s increased desirability, to which
IET has contributed, considering as well the town’s
low housing prices compared with Manchester and
Leeds (p. 3, 42). However, there is no real evidence of
gentrification as of yet, these are merely perceptions,
and, in the event that evidence was found, it could not
be attributed entirely to IET as there are several other
factors that would need to be taken into account.
Discursively, there are certain resonances
between the IET documents and the responses
provided by interviewees and survey respondents
in the “Propagating Success?” report. The report
contemplated IET members as well as representatives
of the community, learning and business “plates”. Here,
only those responses which did not imply IET direct
membership have been considered to better reflect the
ways in which their discourse seems to have permeated
to other members of the community. This was done by
excluding those answers in which respondents refer
to IET as “we”. Given space constraints only a fraction
of the replies will be analyzed here7; however a more
detailed chart can be found in Annex II.
In line with the results of the previous section,
some of the replies appeal to a need for a better
future where the local element is of importance: “It
grows kindness and sharing and makes us feel like
we are in a great place to live” (p.21); “I didn’t move to
Todmorden because of it, but now that I’m here it’s
like, this makes sense why I would live in this town
[…] there’s this wonderful community, there’s people
who are really trying to make a better world, you
know, their little corner at a time” (p.22); “That is very
much where something like IE will come in... we have
a wonderful ... natural environment here, and we want
to have a...sustainable future around […]” (p.27); “I find
climate change and all of that...huge...issues that you
feel, individually, quite powerless about...We know that
there are things we can all do about energy saving and
stuff, but you need somehow to get some ‘glue’[...] This
‘small action thing’ appealed to me” (p.27); and “All our
children, […] accessed at least one, if not two, lessons
down at the Aquaponics Centre, and again, that was

Edited for brevity.
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woven into the curriculum. So it has really enhanced
learning for children because, obviously, it’s hands on
and it’s there in their community” (p.29).
The element of using the language of food to
build a better future was also present: “It’s so important
to our future, to start to think about our food...It’s a
communication tool, it’s a ‘breakdown barriers’ tool,
it’s a lovely thing we share for fun and for love. But it’s
massively important to our future health and wellbeing
of ourselves...[and] the planet” (p.21); “Bringing families
together for cooking classes at high school...that’s great...
across the generations and getting children to think
about food” (p.28); and in this particular case, a member
of the business plate directly ties the ways in which IET
promotes local production to a positive impact on his
business: “Joining IE does help us to a certain degree
because we’re standing out as being a local producer...
I think they are buying it from the market because they
do tours for tourists […] so they buy [our product]” (p.24).
Finally, some of the answers even allude to
the encouragement to use simplified concepts and
colloquial language, and there are examples of
opposition of negative and positive imagery being
used: “It’s respected as being an organisation that does
a lot of things....you don’t need any sort of education
except to be observant and to be prepared to get your
hands dirty to participate...in that sense, it’s sort of a
leveller really. (p.40)”; and “They’ve put a big board up,
‘Welcome To Our Town’, great. It was, I don’t know if you
saw it before, the old Health Centre?...Derelict building,
looked a total mess. Tidied it all up” (p.20).

Discussion
The analysis shows, first, that IET has constructed
its discourse around sustainability understood in terms
of the sub-discourse described by Hugé et al (2013), as
a process of change that requires a shift in conventional
notions and practices, and where human lifestyles can
be transformed by new ways of doing things. The basic
premise of IET rests on securing a better, greener and
kinder future by taking responsibility and acting to
change a discouraging reality. The articulation of terms
like kindness and green also points towards the idea
that sustainability needs to conjoin both the human and
the natural spheres, which relates to the TNS System
Conditions.
Furthermore, the use of colloquial language
and the avoidance of technical terms suggest that
the discourse, and therefore the operationalization of
sustainability, aims at being inclusive and of universal

appeal. This, plus the allusions to victimhood and
powerlessness, seems to point towards Todmorden’s
population. By alluding to Todmorden itself and
presenting a possibility of overall improvement in
social and environmental terms, IET is putting in motion
Hambleton’s (2014) notion of place-based identity and
loyalty. The latter is also supported by the fact that IET
built on Todmorden’s particularities, to its distinctiveness
as a place and by the ways in which their discourse is
reflected in the language used by survey respondents
and interviewees.
Perhaps the strongest link between IET’s
sustainability-led discourse and community building,
education and the promotion of local culture can
be found in the argument that, for IET, growing food
(through permaculture and urban farming) is a discursive
vehicle to get people to come together as a community.
Morley, Farrier & Dooris’s report (2017) suggests that IET
has had an overall positive impact in Todmorden. With
respect to community building, the data shows that,
among those interviewed, there is an increased sense
of ownership and pride regarding Todmorden and IET
as well as a sense of shared purpose. If seen through
Hambleton’s notion of place (2014), the latter indicates
that these positive conceptions of the town, this rallying
together of people with their town, reflects the way its
inhabitants relate to each other as well.
The signs of cohesion seen with community
building are transferred into education and local culture.
IET’s incursion into formal and informal education, as
seen by the participation of school children and adults
in the different activities and lessons, speaks to the
impact the project has had and can have in this sector.
Through teaching food growth and cooking, IET is
also imparting their vision of sustainability, potentially
influencing the development of young people and
effecting change in the general population. Finally,
if IET has played a role in bringing the community
together and is making incursions in education and
learning, then it is also having an impact on the town’s
way of life. The enhanced sense of local distinctiveness
and heightened awareness regarding practices that
were already in place in Todmorden, as was reported
by survey respondents and interviewees, suggests,
then, that the organization has also had an effect on the
promotion of local culture.
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Conclusions
This research has shown that IET’s use of a
sustainability-led discourse articulated around the
need to secure a “better, greener, and kinder” future
and put into action through their permaculture and
urban farming projects, has had a positive impact on
community building, education, and local culture
in Todmorden. This stresses the argument that
sustainability operates as a process of directed change
that encompasses human lifestyles, practices, and
structures aimed at ensuring an ethical co-existence
between humans and between them and the natural
world, which, in the end, is the underlying principle of
IET’s discourse. The focus here was on community
building, education, and local culture but this framework
can be applied to study other areas and sectors.
Further research in situ is, of course, necessary
to collect more data to add to this line of inquiry and
to properly assess the impact of this discourse in the
community since, as it has been said, Morley, Farrier
& Dooris’s report addresses the overall impacts of the
project although not through the lens of discourse. It is
also necessary to conduct research on other localities
where similar projects have been carried out, both
within the Incredible Edible network and elsewhere.
However, this paper presents an initial approach as to
the range of effects of the use of a sustainability-led
discourse can have on localities and their potential to
devise solutions to social and environmental issues
at a time when outlooks for the future seem to be
increasingly challenging.
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ANNEX 1
D1 “Incredible Edible Pamphlet. INCREDIBLE: HOW ONE TOWN PROVED CHANGE IS
POSSIBLE”
Description: Eight-page document posted to IET’s website on May 23, 2011. General presentation
of IET and its history.
Category 1: Appearance of the term

Relevant instances

IM

“secure a better legacy for their grandchildren”

IM

“self-sufficiency”

DM

“Pam could see that ideas like (...) sustainability sounded more
like academic concepts than something people could engage
with in their everyday lives.”

IM

“how to ensure a secure future for the planet”

Category 2: Scale of importance

Relevant instances

H

“But this isn’t just about self-sufficiency. What is being achieved
is far bigger. Through the shared language of food, the people
of a small market town in Yorkshire are engaging in the biggest
challenge facing the human race: how to ensure a secure future
for the planet.”

M

“The vision was for children to know how to feed themselves in
the future”

H

The simple, shared language of food is uniting the community
in its efforts to create a kinder, greener world in and around their
town”

H

“In Todmorden, it’s all about spreading food and food
production through the whole school curriculum and beyond,
growing a generation of young people who understand the
importance of good soil, sustainably grown products and
connecting with local farmland.”

H

“It’s about finding better ways to live that create opportunities
for the future and avoid harm to our environment.”

Category 3: Discursive devices and rhetorical language
Allusion, simplified language, colloquial language, metaphor, simile, use of opposition
“stop passing the buck and waiting for someone else to save the world”
“It takes small things that capture the imagination (...) a vegetable plot with a revolutionary sign.”
“And it’s a story of having a lot of fun in the process.”
“Could growing food be the catalyst to stop us thinking like disempowered victims and start taking responsibility for our
own futures?”
“They know that, like a baby growing from infancy to adulthood, it is a long game.”
“Incredible Edible can help keep independent local shops and markets open and thriving, creating a distinctive town
rather than a clone town.”
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D2 “How we can eat our landscapes”
Description: TEDTalk by Pam Warhurst, IET co-founder, May 2012. Duration: 13:21 minutes.
Category 1: Appearance of the term

Relevant instances

IM

“We're starting to build resilience ourselves.”

IM

“They know it's time to take personal responsibility and invest in
more kindness to each other and to the environment.”

IM

“We are responding creatively at last to what Rio demanded of
us, and there's lots more you could do.”

IM

“new way of living, see spaces around them differently, think
about the resources they use differently”

Category 2: Scale of importance

Relevant instances

H

“We tried to answer this simple question: Can you find a unifying
language that cuts across age and income and culture that will
help people themselves find a new way of living, see spaces
around them differently, think about the resources they use
differently, interact differently?”

M

“This is about us going to the people and saying, "We are all part
of the local food jigsaw, we are all part of a solution."

L

“This is about sharing and investing in kindness.”

H

“If we want to inspire the farmers of tomorrow, then please let
us say to every school, create a sense of purpose around the
importance to the environment, local food and soils.”

Category 3: Discursive devices and rhetorical language
Metaphor, simplified language, colloquial language.
“We're doing it because we want to start a revolution.”
“And what we did was we put people on our egg map”
“Now, none of this is rocket science”
“More than 30 towns in England now are spinning the Incredible Edible plate”
“we are starting, at last, to believe in ourselves again, and to believe in our capacity, each and every one of us, to build a
different and a kinder future, and in my book, that's incredible.”
we've got a real show there, we've got some action theater.
“we are not daunted by the sophisticated arguments that say, "These small actions are meaningless in the face of
tomorrow's problems,"
“People are ready and respond to the story of food.”
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D3 “IET Newsletter November 2014”
Description: Four-page document organized in text boxes with images. Posted to the IET website.
Relevant instances

Category 1: Appearance of the term
NM

The newsletter does not mention sustainability as such. It discusses happenings during the months it covers. The terms
that could be related to sustainability are ambiguous and therefore, not to be included in this category.

Category 2: Scale of importance

Relevant instances

H

“This bed is part of the Green Route and is particularly aimed
at supporting the bees and other pollinators so vital for our
growing.”

M

“It calls on each and every one of us, in times of crisis, and here
they are discussing the global environmental crisis, to stand up
and be counted (...) That, in or own, and many varied ways, is
what IE is all about.”

M

“And from those small actions we can see some of the simple
things that could change to help even more people be part of
the solution to a happy, healthy, dare I say, less money fixated
future.”

M

We have seen the effect land planted with food around our
health centres has made.”

Category 3: Discursive devices and rhetorical language
Colloquial language, allusion
“the rain had started to fall and just did not stop – but neither did our volunteers.”
“As they put it ‘go down to the forum’.”
“The sense of not being powerless starts with that first step.”
“Well knock me down with a feather.”
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D4 “Incredible North. Growing health, wealth and happiness for all”
Description: Nine-page document detailing the Incredible North initiative, an expansion of
Incredible Edible in the north of England. Posted to the IET website on May 27, 2016.
Relevant instances

Category 1: Appearance of the term
DM

“Building on this sustainable success, Incredible North is a wider
partnership of individuals, businesses and organisations, coming
together to unlock the power of food and small actions, invest
in collaboration and inspire a generation to believe just how
amazing they are.”

IM

“A kinder form of prosperity for all”

DM

“Creating a sustainable future for everyone”

IM

“It’s all about what we as individuals can do to sustain our local
food economy.”

Category 2: Scale of importance

Relevant instances

M

“Eight years ago, in my home town
of Todmorden, me and a couple of like-minded friends threw
ourselves into an experiment, to see if we could create a kinder
form of prosperity through the power of local food.”

M

“We did it because we wanted to put an end to just talking
about the future and start doing something, however small the
actions.”

H

“Through the creation of Incredible North, we want to build
capacity across the northern territories and connect all who
understand the value and potential of local food.”

H

“Incredible North goes way beyond growing and eating locally
produced food (although that’s really important to us). It’s
also about creating a sustainable future for everyone – from
Liverpool to Hull and all points in between!”

Category 3: Discursive devices and rhetorical language
Metaphor, opposition
By growing and sharing, teaching and buying, we got on with doing things in a different way.
We created edible plots on unloved land with food for everyone to share
Incredible North is home to all who know things don't have to be like yesterday –they can be much, much better!
“encouraging ordinary individuals to transform disused plots into rich sources of healthy food.”
“we’re starting to believe in ourselves again and in our capacity to shape an alternative, kinder future.”
“Fuelled by the power of food, we can inspire, invest and light the blue touch paper for a future worthy of our children.”
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D5 “Annual Report and Financial Statements for the period 27th October 2015 to 30th
September 2016”
Description: Seven-page document posted to the IET website on November 19, 2016.
Category 1: Appearance of the term

Relevant instances

IM

“Protecting and enhancing local biodiversity.”

IM

“Encouraging and supporting local businesses to source food
locally and reduce food miles”

IM

“Encouraging reuse, upcycling and repurposing of goods and
thereby reduce landfill.”

Category 2: Scale of importance

Relevant instances

L

“Building a strong local community by developing and offering
volunteer opportunities and skills development”

H

“Protecting and enhancing local biodiversity.”

L

“Offering workshops and demonstrations to local residents to
develop skills in cooking tasty, nutritional food on a budget.”

H

“Encouraging and supporting local businesses to source food
locally and reduce food miles.”

H

“Encouraging reuse, upcycling and repurposing of goods and
thereby reduce landfill.”

Category 3: Discursive devices and rhetorical language
Synecdoche, alliteration, metaphor, personification
“Incredibles could be seen cooking, shopping, helping rip up carpets and empty equipment from cellars, fetching and
carrying, washing clothes and generally helping townsfolk wherever we could.”
“It never stops, the talks, the tours and the presentations.”
“So we have freedom and routines, because between all of this and magic we are able to achieve what we want.”
“We have shopkeepers, café owners, bakers and makers, artists, drummers and dancers who we support and who we
know will support us in all we need. Weavers of magic. And our door is always open to new people and new ideas.”
“we are starting, at last, to believe in ourselves again, and to believe in our capacity, each and every one of us, to build a
different and a kinder future, and in my book, that's incredible.”
“Our boldness has no boundaries”
“Kindness keeps us going, kindness has been shown to us in buckets.”
“Kindness will carry us through any difficulties.”
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ANNEX II
Needing a better future and importance of the local
It grows kindness and sharing and makes us feel like we are in a great place to live (p.21)
That actually is the biggest thing because that sense of place that is positive, allows a shift in mindset in your relationship
with the place. It just, that to me, is the most significant thing. (p.20)
I didn’t move to Todmorden because of it, but now that I’m here it’s like, this makes sense why I would live in this town...
because this is a town where this happens...there’s a lot of northern towns...in England, where there isn’t anything like
this. And the High Street’s really...deadly boring and...samey. And then suddenly, you come to...Hebden Bridge and
Todmorden and there’s this, there’s this wonderful community, there’s people who are really trying to make a better
world, you know, their little corner at a time. (p.22)
That’s what it’s about, resilience. The floods were... a gift to us, because we’re a natural group that can respond. We’ve
got communication systems, we’ve got devoted people, passionate community...so it’s great (p.22)
The crime rates for criminal damage came down. Whether you can attribute it all to IE I don’t know, but...what you can
attribute it to, is that there was, like, an ownership. So this is our town and this is our police station and we’re not going
to smash it up, we’re going to take ownership of it. And if you walk round, it’s not just at the police station, at the railway
station, the community college, the fire station, at the health centre...it’s all around the town...If you live here, look after
it, treat it right, treat it with respect and be part of it...And yes...crime did go down. I think [IET] helped, I think it played a
contributory factor in that. (p.22)
That is very much where something like IE will come in... we have a wonderful ... natural environment here, and we want
to have a...sustainable future around, things like our air quality is an issue, our transport is a problem, and our rates of
obesity and...health and wellbeing. (p.27)
I find climate change and all of that...huge...issues that you feel, individually, quite powerless about...We know that there
are things we can all do about energy saving and stuff, but you need somehow to get some ‘glue’ and get people to
[believe they can make a difference]...This ‘small action thing’ appealed to me. (p.27)
All our children, right from reception through to year six, accessed at least one, if not two, lessons down at the
Aquaponics Centre, and again, that was woven into the curriculum. So it has really enhanced learning for children
because, obviously, it’s hands on and it’s there in their community. (p.29)

Language of food leads towards a better future
Looking at air miles, looking at packaging, you know, looking at environment pollutions, fossil fuels, factories, all that
sort of stuff – it’s so important to our future, to start to think about our food...It’s a communication tool, it’s a ‘breakdown
barriers’ tool, it’s a lovely thing we share for fun and for love. But it’s massively important to our future health and
wellbeing of ourselves...[and] the planet. (p.21)
Joining IE does help us to a certain degree because we’re standing out as being a local producer... I think they are buying
it from the market because they do tours for tourists. And [IET tour organisers] do stop off in the market and they want to
buy something local and there’s not very much available, so they buy [our product]. (p.24)
I think there’s definitely been a positive impact on the thing about local food, the understanding of the importance of it.
(p.25)
They’ve made people aware...it’s always been there but because of IE, they’re more aware. (p.25)
Bringing families together for cooking classes at high school...that’s great...across the generations and getting children to
think about food. (p.28)
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Encouragement of the use of simplified and colloquial language
It’s respected as being an organisation that does a lot of things....you don’t need any sort of education except to be
observant and to be prepared to get your hands dirty to participate...in that sense, it’s sort of a leveller really. (p.40)
[If] IE see a job that needs doing, they’d roll up their sleeves and do it...If you wait for somebody to do it for you, it’ll never
get done. (p.40)

Opposition of negative and positive imagery
[People in]...Todmorden...feel as though they’re on the outside...they’re on the edge of Calderdale, they’re on the edge of
Burnley, they’re on the edge of Lancashire, and they do feel as though they’re being sort of squeezed out of all of those
areas...so they do feel on the periphery quite a bit. […] But […] They have their own groups, which are strong, you know, the
market traders and, you know, they do stick up for themselves. So the sort of double-edged sword I think it is. (p. 16-17)
They’ve put a big board up, ‘Welcome To Our Town’, great. It was, I don’t know if you saw it before, the old Health
Centre?...Derelict building, looked a total mess. Tidied it all up. (p.20)

Presence of discursive elements in survey responses and interviews
Source: MORLEY, A.; FARRIER, A.; DOORIS, M. (2017) Propagating Success? The Incredible Edible Model. Final
Report. Manchester Metropolitan University; University of Central Lancashire.
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